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Abstract 
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Ecological Approach. 

MSc Globalization, Environment and Social Change, Advanced Level, Master Thesis in 

Human Geography, 30 ECTS credits. 

Supervisor:  Lowe Börjeson 

Language: English 
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Global change is substantially led by greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions (Ruddiman, 2013). In 

Brazil, the largest emission rates come from the forestry & land-use change sector, which 

historically accounts for more than half of Brazil’s emissions (SEEG, 2016a). Within the Legal 

Amazon, deforestation is the main driver of land-use change (TerraClass, 2014). Furthermore, 

Amazon-based settlements, established by Brazil’s Land Reform, play an important role in this 

process, as 28.6% of all Amazon deforestation stemmed from this type of land property in 2016 

alone (Azevedo et al, 2016). Even though public policies aim at curbing this source of land-

clearing, they often fail to achieve this goal. Hence, this thesis will analyse why policies do not 

efficiently prevent clear-cutting in Amazon-based settlements. This analysis is done through a 

multilevel comparison between political priorities and local perceptions on deforestation. The 

inquiry relies on text analysis to assess the Land Reform as a land-use policy and the Forest 

Code as a deforestation policy. It further summarizes the impressions of local family farmers 

collected in the fieldwork. Then it compares both results to understand why policies fail to fully 

curb deforestation. The main conclusion is that policies fail because they are erratic, they do 

not sufficiently take into account the social aspects of deforestation and they do not promote 

resilience in local communities. The geographical scope of the case-study is western Pará state, 

in which 30.8% of all deforestation occur in Amazon-based settlements (Ibidem). It is in Pará 

where the case-study takes place, namely the PAS Project carried out by the Amazon 

Environmental Research Institute. The main contribution of this thesis is to adopt a socio-

ecological systems approach to compare policy priorities to local case-study results and to 

emphasize the interlinkages between income-generation and land-clearing.  
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Chapter 01 | Introduction 
1. Background Context 

Scientists argue that humanity is now entering a new geological epoch, the Anthropocene, in 

which social and ecological systems are tightly connected (Crutzen & Stoermer, 2013). It is a 

period in which humankind left discernible traces on geological registry and ignited irreversible 

changes on Earth systems (AWG, 2016). This means that the anthropogenic and the natural 

spheres of the world have become substantially interdependent and mutually influencing (Folke 

et al, 2011). This process has been particularly shaped by the Industrial Revolution and its 

changes in the production-consumption structures. Since the 1950s, an increasing trend can be 

identified in human-natural patterns, which led to a stage called the Great Acceleration (Steffen 

et al, 2015). In a 50-year timeframe, the use of natural resources as much as the performance of 

socio-economic indicators have swiftly enhanced, as displayed in Figure 01.  

Figure 01 | Earth Systems and Socio-Economic Trends in the Great Acceleration 
Source: Steffen et al. (2015, p. 84-87) 

As we may see in Figure 01 and more explicitly in Figure 02, Earth’s mean surface temperature 

has already surged 0.85°C between 1880 and 2012 (IPCC, 2014). The planetary temperature 

has gone through a particularly acute increase due to the exponential rise in anthropogenic 

greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions, which traps infrared radiation in the lower atmosphere 

(Ruddiman, 2013). The larger concentration of GHG mostly stems from the adoption of fossil 

fuel-based technologies since the Industrial Revolution (Peake et al, 2012). Consequently, 

climate has been changing due to this worldwide temperature hike (Ruddiman, 2013). This 

process bears deep repercussions on both social and ecological systems, posing many cross-

cutting issues and leading to the coupled concept of a socio-ecological system, in which one 

single part of the system cannot be fully analysed without considering the other (Folke, 2016).  

In this sense, global warming is unequivocal and its anthropogenic forcings are clear (IPCC, 
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2014, p. 2) and entangles socio-ecological causes and consequences of global contemporary 

issues. 

 

Figure 02 | Combined Global Land and Ocean Mean Surface Temperature 

Source: IPCC (2014, p. 41) 

Since 1850, atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2) have ramped up by 40%, 

methane (CH4) by 150% and nitrous oxide (N2O) by 20%, as shown in Figure 03. This ramp 

up exemplifies the unprecedented fast pace of the geological and atmospheric changes (Steffen 

et al, 2015), especially considering the global warming potentials (GWP) of the different gases 

(Peake et al, 2012). In comparison to Earth’s 4.5 billion-year history, the substantial shifts that 

have been unfolding in a matter of a few centuries, and more severely in the past few decades, 

might bring about unforeseen impacts on climate systems and lead to the crossing of vital 

tipping points (Rockström et al, 2009a). 

 
Figure 03 | Global Mean Greenhouse Gases Concentrations 

Source: IPCC (2014, p. 44) 

If we break down this increase in global GHG emissions by economic activities, we will find 

out that they mostly stem from a few sectors – namely, agriculture, forestry & land use 

(AFOLU), energy and industrial processes. However, the contribution of each sector 

substantially varies depending on the scale of analysis (IPCC, 2014). In a global level, numbers 

show a greater relevance of the energy sector on overall emissions, while in Brazil, the forestry 

& land use sector is by far the largest emissions source. Figure 04 displays a comparison 
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between global and Brazilian GHG emissions, indicating that impressively more than half of 

the emissions in Brazil come solely form the forestry & land use sectors, as can be seen on year 

2010, in which 58% of emissions in Brazil came from this source1 (SEEG, 2016a). 

 Global (2010) Brazil (2010) 

Energy 34.6% 24% 

Electricity 

and Heat 
25% 

Other 

Energy 
9.6% 

Agriculture, 

Forestry & 

Land Use 

(AFOLU) 

24% 68% 

Forestry & Land Use  15%2  Agriculture 10% 
Forestry & 

Land Use 
58% 

Industrial 

Processes 
21% 5% 

Total 

Amount of 

Emissions 

49 Gt CO2eq 1.48 Gt CO2eq 

Data Source IPCC (2014, p. 47) SEEG (2016a) 

Figure 04 | Global and Brazilian Emissions Profile by Sector 
 

The information on Figure 04 hints for the enormous relevance of Amazonian deforestation 

and land-use in Brazil’s emissions profile and environmental liability. The great amount of 

contemporary suppression in the Amazon’s natural vegetation has direct impacts on global 

temperature rise and climate regulation (Rockström et al, 2009a). It has further impacts on local 

livelihoods, as deforestation is significantly influenced by farming, cattle-raising and illegal 

logging (Margulis, 2004). These activities are essential for income-generation in the region, in 

particular for smallholders’ livelihoods (Alencar et al, 2016). In this sense, land-use and 

deforestation policies play an important role in curbing deforestation, although they not always 

succeed on this matter (Silva et al, 2017). This thesis argues that, on Amazon-based settlements, 

this failure stems from the lack of a consistent and comprehensive approach towards social and 

ecological drivers of deforestation in the region. Hence, this issue exemplifies how human 

development is strongly intertwined to environmental changes on both global and local scales, 

and it is also the background context in which this thesis navigates. 

2. Research Problem 

In 2016, Amazon-based settlements, established by the Brazilian Land Reform3, accounted for 

28.6% of Amazon deforestation rates and 30.8% of deforestation in Pará state rates (Azevedo 

et al, 2016). Even though there are specific policies aimed at land-use change on these 

settlements, land-clearing remains a common practice, thus, a substantial challenge for 

                                                           
1 This timeframe was chosen to allow the comparison of most up-to-date global data to the Brazilian data, 

although the Brazil’s emissions accounting is available up to 2015 (SEEG, 2016a). 
2 Estimated global annual average (WWF, 2017). 
3 Amazon-based settlements are Land Reform areas within the Legal Amazon. The Land Reform is a Brazilian 

legislation that aims to redistribute unused land and grant access to small landless producers. Thus, the Land 

Reform creates settlements, which are composed of many small plots owned by family farmers – the detailed 

explanation on this policy is on chapter 04, section 2.1. 
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policymaking. In light of these facts, this thesis seeks to explain why policies fail to fully curb 

land-clearing in Amazon-based settlements. I will carry out this inquiry by analysing the Land 

Reform, which is the policy that regulates the creation and the management of Amazon-based 

settlements, and the Forest Code, which is the policy that regulates deforestation and 

conservation in Brazil. I will compare the priorities set forward by both policies to the local 

stakeholders’ perceptions on clear-cutting, collected as a primary material in the fieldwork 

through the case-study Projeto Assentamentos Sustentáveis in Pará (PAS, in the Portuguese 

acronym for Sustainable Settlements Project), carried out by the Amazon Environmental 

Research Institute (IPAM). Then, through a socio-ecological system point of view, I will 

analyse the main reasons why these policies do not efficiently prevent deforestation on these 

sites. 

3. Research Questions 

This thesis will adopt a two-fold approach to answer the main research question that deters this 

inquiry. This will allow for a multilevel perspective that will demonstrate how different scales 

interact in the complex issue of dealing with deforestation in small Land Reform properties 

within the Legal Amazon. Thus, I will firstly analyse Brazil’s environmental policies guidelines 

and priorities regarding deforestation and land-use within the Amazon-based settlements, as 

shown in Part A. Then, I will analyse local perceptions on the main drivers of deforestation, as 

shown in Part B.  

Part A 

What are the priorities in Brazil’s land-use legislation regarding deforestation in Amazon-

based settlements? 

Part B 

What are the settlers’ perceptions of the deforestation drivers in Amazon-based settlements? 

After answering these questions, I compare policy priorities and local perceptions to allow me 

to further address the main question, which is: 

Why Brazil’s land-use legislation fail to fully curb 

deforestation in Amazon-based settlements? 

I will carry out this analysis through the socio-ecological systems framework in order to better 

fulfil the gap on the existing literature on the matter, which is further addressed on the Literature 

Review section. The main reason I have chosen this path is the strong interlinkage between 

deforestation on Amazon-based settlements and the local family farmers’ income-generation 

needs. Thus, to fully analyse the land-use change circumstances on these sites, it is very 

important to bear in mind that ecological and social challenges are mutually dependent and 

must be addressed in a coherent and integrated manner by public policies.  

4. Thesis Structure 

The work of this thesis will be divided in 5 chapters. On Chapter 01: Introduction, I outline the 

context in which the research problem takes place as well as the research questions that steer 

this inquiry. On Chapter 02: Theoretical Perspectives, I describe and motivate my ontological 

and epistemological framework within my study field as well as the theoretical concepts I will 

apply on the analysis. On Chapter 03: Methodological Considerations, I explain the choices I 

have made in the research design and how they contribute for generating relevant knowledge. 
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On Chapter 04: Deforestation Analysis, I assess land-use policy guidelines towards Amazon-

based settlements as well as local smallholders’ perceptions on deforestation. I further compare 

both results to answer the research questions. Finally, on Chapter 05: Conclusions, I will 

summarize the main ideas that have been brought about by the inquiry as well as suggestions 

for further investigations in the topic. 
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Chapter 02 | Theoretical Perspectives 

1. Literature Review 

Deforestation is a very broad and substantial driver not only for climate change, but also for 

ecosystem and socio-economic disruption (MEA, 2005). In the past few decades, more land 

was converted to cultivated fields – which encompass croplands, shifting cultivation and 

confined livestock production – than in the entire period between 1700 and 1850 (Ibidem). At 

present, more than 37% of Earth’s surface area is being used for cultivated systems (World 

Bank, 2016). Land-use change is a major inducer of deforestation in Brazil, particularly cutting 

down native vegetation in order to open crop fields for agriculture or pasturelands for cattle-

raising (Margulis, 2004). Within the Amazon, about 63% of all deforested areas up to 2014 

have become pasture lands, while 6% have become croplands (TerraClass, 2014). Amazon-

based settlements play an important role in this process, accounting for roughly 1/3 of all 

deforestation in the Legal Amazon (Alencar et al, 2016). 

To understand the dynamics that allows for this deforestation patterns within small-scale 

farming, it is important to analyse both policy incentives and local needs. In this section, I will 

draw a thorough review of literature that points out (a) the main causes of deforestation in the 

Brazilian Amazon, (b) the ecological consequences of deforestation, (c) the social 

consequences of deforestation and (d) the local drivers of deforestation within Amazon-based 

settlements. After this analysis, I demonstrate a literature gap in terms of a coupled socio-

ecological analysis that compares the settlers’ perceptions with the political guidelines. 

In the early debates on deforestation causes, the focus of most authors was to draw a comparison 

or group the case-studies in the developing countries category. This is relevant for this thesis, 

as the Brazilian Amazon is one of the most used examples. On these analyses, authors followed 

the pattern of the initial international climate change debate, taking a very polarized stand that 

frequently oversimplified the drivers on this process. Authors like Allen & Barnes (1985); 

Barney (1980); and Myers & Myers (1982) agreed that deforestation was caused by population 

growth and would lead to desertification and disruption of water cycle. Other authors agreed 

on the pressures stemming from population growth and agricultural expansion; yet, advocated 

for the excessive availability of forest land both in short and long terms, such as Castle (1982); 

Clawson (1981); and Simon (1982). The underlying assumption amongst these peers was the 

human capacity to improve its surroundings either by technological advancements or by 

promoting economic growth through the production-consumption system. This is still present 

on the environmental arguments that rely on technological fixes to anthropogenic-driven 

problems (Clapp and Dauvergne, 2011). 

Within this debate, a few authors have started to draw the entanglement between economic 

issues and the deforestation dynamics. Hecht (1982) addresses the problems raised by cattle 

ranching in the Amazon at a very incipient stage, focusing on the contradictory incentives given 

by the government through subsidies, which actually contributed for deforestation rates’ hike. 

Eckholm (1982) underpins the linkages between economic growth and income distribution with 

deforestation patters. And Andersen et al (2002) analyse the 1980s and the 1990s deforestation 

trends to conclude that governmental action can halt or foster clear-cutting areas, as they 

suggest that public infrastructure expenditure be concentrated on already deforested areas 

instead of opening new drivers through native vegetation zones. 
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In a more contemporary engagement, Fearnside (2005), Roe et al (2016), Coomes et al (2016) 

and Nolte et al (2017) highlight the role of public policy in fostering conservation through 

regulations and economic incentives, as well as its potential to promote deforestation through 

incoherently-designed policy instruments. In this sense, Lambin et al (2001) further mention 

the role of public authorities and its co-responsibility in deforestation, questioning the notion 

that poverty or population growth are the greatest inducers of environmental shifts. Tourneau 

(2016) also states the potential impact of public measures, emphasizing its positive aspects and 

mentioning the differences amongst deforestation patterns throughout the many Amazonian 

areas. Moran (2016) emphasizes the role of infrastructure in increasing nearby deforestation. 

Apart from government-driven factors, the agricultural pressures on native vegetation areas are 

also regarded as a top-tier deforestation inducer, as argued by Margulis (2004), Domingues & 

Bermann (2012), Nepstad et al (2014) and Azevedo et al (2016). Finally, Brondizio et al (2016) 

point out the relation between local and national levels on environmental governance. He 

further highlights the great interdependence between social and ecological aspects in the 

multilevel and complex matter of land-use conversion in the Amazon, specifically in the case 

study of Xingu National Park. 

The ecological shifts are extremely relevant not only in the local scale, but also in the global 

sphere due to the relevance of the Amazon Forest in the planetary climate, as stated by Lewis 

et al (2011). This is even more important in the context of multilevel interconnections amongst 

environmental disruptions, as defined and exemplifies by Rockström et al (2009a). Other 

ecological consequences are biodiversity loss, which is addressed by Vieira et al (2008) and 

Ometto et al (2013), as well as the desertification and dieback process resulting from shifts in 

hydric balance, as mentioned by Malhi et al (2008), Gouvello (2010) and Ludeña & Netto 

(2011). Lastly, GHG emissions and the great carbon sink potential of conserving the forest are 

also very important environmental issues related to deforestation. In fact, GHG emissions is the 

main perspective by which Amazon conversion is taken into account by the literature, as shown 

in Assunção et al (2014), Merengo (2014), Tollefson (2015), Schmit & McDermott (2015), 

Moutinho (2016), Azevedo & Reis (2016). It is further analysed in Yanai et al (2017), which 

addresses specifically the carbon balance in Land Reform settlements. 

Deforestation also generates many disruptions in social dynamics of Amazon-based 

communities and livelihoods. One of the main problems is the substantial income reduction for 

traditional communities and family farmers, as the forest clearing process interrupts extractive 

activities that are so fundamental for these peoples’ cultural values and economic interests, 

according to Angelo et al (2013). Following this line of thought, Vadjunec (2011) argues that 

even if these traditional communities or smallholders have their forest land protected under 

Conservation Units, the surrounding deforestation pressures play a role in the social sphere. She 

also argues that only collective territorial management can lead to conservation and income 

generation together. Another critical consequence of deforestation patterns is the upward trend 

in social conflicts due to land concentration in native vegetation areas, as described by 

Sant’anna (2016) and Damien et al (2017). Brown et al (2016) goes deeper in the analysis, 

pointing out the paradoxical incentives in Brazilian policy structures, which indirectly attribute 

more value to deforested areas rather than to forest lands, thus, drive preemptive deforestation. 
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The social dimension of deforestation is even more complex in Amazon-based settlements, as 

these are sensitive areas due to low income level, high social tensions due to land access and 

high forest clearing drivers. Alencar et al (2016) produce a very comprehensive report 

describing the history of Land Reform settlements and their deforestation dynamics in the 

Brazilian Amazon. Diniz et al (2013) address the livelihood alternatives for settlements’ family 

farmers in a context of intense struggle for land, considering (i) pasturelands, (ii) croplands or 

(iii) governmental allowances – such as bolsa família4. They conclude that the choosing of one 

productive activity over the other depends on the farmer background and significantly affects 

deforestation patterns, as well as that conflicts are not evenly distributed throughout the Legal 

Amazon. Filho et al (2016) analyse the history and effectiveness of social movements dealing 

with the Land Reform policies and access to land. Pacheco et al (2009) inquires the relation 

between state-led Land Reform and land-use trends. He argues that there are different patterns 

in different regions, depending on the settlements’ landscapes. Although he states that 

“[i]ncreasing smallholder control over forest areas will inevitably increase their contribution to 

deforestation”, he also says that the role of these settlements in land clearing is marginal and 

that settlers are not a primary agent of deforestation (Pacheco, 2009, p. 1345). 

Thus, there is plenty of literature on the causes of deforestation and its environmental 

consequences; however, relatively few studies seek to tackle its social consequences. When it 

comes to Land Reform settlements, the secondary literature is even more scarce. From the 

available material, many analyses are focused on Land Reform policies or the settler’s 

livelihood circumstances specifically. There is also plenty of material on the government 

paradoxical incentives towards curbing deforestation. Land-use policies, environmental 

governance and smallholders’ income options are surely key aspects to deal with deforestation 

dynamics in the Amazon. However, they are not detached issues that exist apart from each 

other. Policy incentives drive land-use decisions, which directly influence deforestation 

patterns. In this sense, Brondizio et al (2016) was the only academic content clearly stating the 

complexity of this topic and claiming that only a socio-ecological approach can tackle the 

various elements together in order to produce a bold assessment on Amazon deforestation. I 

aim to take this stand and further apply it to Land Reform settlements through my case-study. 

To sum up, I seek to address this knowledge gap by adopting a social-ecological systems 

approach to the research problem. This approach encompasses both the social and the ecological 

elements of a given system taken altogether, analysing its interactions and mutual influences. I 

take one step forward and apply this framework on both political priorities and guidelines and 

local perceptions of family farmers. I compare both results to contribute to the understanding 

on why policies fail to curb deforestation on Amazon-based settlements. Through this 

perspective, I expect to help bridging the existing literature gap on drivers and policies 

regarding this type of land-clearing. In this sense, my main motivation for choosing the socio-

ecological systems stand is the coupled analytical framework that brings together human and 

natural spheres to deal with the research problem and answer the research questions. This 

framework allows me to take into account inputs from different sources and analyse both social 

and ecological causes and consequences of Amazon deforestation to answer the complex 

                                                           
4 Bolsa Família is a governmental programme that aims to reduce extreme poverty by grating monthly allowance 

to low income families that fulfill the program’s criteria. 
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question of why policies do not efficiently act on this matter. I will undertake this analysis 

within the transdisciplinary field of studies of Sustainability Science and the following sections 

will thoroughly explain the conceptual framework that I will use to carry out this approach. 

2. Field of Studies 

The research on thesis is conducted within the Sustainability Science field of studies, which is 

an academic area rather shaped by the multidimensional problems it addresses and the 

transdisciplinary analysis it relies upon (Folke, 2016). This is a suitable field to carry out this 

analysis because land-use change in Amazon-based settlements is a transversal topic that 

congregates issues from social and natural sciences. An example of this complexity is that land-

clearing is an option of income-generation for local smallholders (Diniz et al, 2013), but also 

directly affects their ecosystem services provision that allow for agriculture and cattle-ranching 

sources of income (Malhi et al, 2008). Thus, within this field, I will build my conceptual 

framework relying on concepts of Sustainable Development, Social-Ecological Systems and 

Resilience Thinking. The combination of multiple perspectives that exist on this 

transdisciplinary field of study contributes to a more complete understanding of contemporary 

environmental issues, as it gathers inputs from different academic areas and sources of 

knowledge (Walker et al, 2009; Heinrichs et al, 2016). This is exactly the case of deforestation 

patterns in small Land Reform properties within the Amazon. To sum up, this field of studies 

allows for the conceptual framework I have built to analyse the complex reality of deforestation 

in Amazon-based settlements. It further helps me to provide a bolder contribution to the 

literature gap as I seek to adopt an innovative stand to this case, which encompasses and 

intertwines social and ecological local challenges to public policy. 

3. Theoretical Framework 

3.1. Sustainable Development 

The concept of ‘sustainability’ first appeared as such in political debates on 1713 with the book 

Sylvicultura Oeconomica written by the German author Hans Carl von Carlowitz (Robin et al, 

2013). He used the term referring to forestry yields, explaining how timber production could 

only be sustainable (nachhaltend in the original) if tree harvest rates did not unbalance tree 

growing rates to properly meet social demands for heating, building, mining, etc (Heinrichs et 

al, 2016). Almost two centuries later, the word sustainability acquired a much broader 

significance with the Brundtland Report’s definition: “Sustainable development is the 

development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs” (WECD, 1987). This stand on sustainable development 

has been widely adopted since the 1980s. It entails the economic, social and environmental 

aspects of modern life, affirming that they are directly interconnected and mutually influencing, 

as shown in Figure 05. 
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Figure 05 | Traditional Sustainable Development Framework 

Source: WECD, 1987, p. 41 

This is the underlying assumption of many policy documents and environmental initiatives, 

such as the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (UNCED, 1992), Rio+20’s 

outcome document The Future We Want (UNGA, 2012) and the Sustainable Development 

Goals in the Post-2015 Agenda (UNGA, 2015). Yet, the Brundtland conceptual formulation 

refers to economy, society and environment as three separate systems that should be integrated 

in order to achieve sustainable development. This three-pillar view has been under criticism as 

the Anthropocene challenges multiply and complexify. The socio-economic elements of this 

framework have been not only entwined, but completely embedded in environmental 

limitations in the past few centuries (Griggs et al, 2013). Therefore, for the purposes of this 

thesis, I adopt a revisited concept of sustainable development in which the economic realm is a 

sub-system of the social realm, which in its turn is a sub-system of the natural realm – as we 

can see in Figure 06. 

 

Figure 06 | Revisited Sustainable Development Framework 

Source: Griggs et al, 2013, p. 306 

There are two major underlying assumptions in this concept: the needs of present and future 

human beings, and the limitations of fulfilling these needs inadvertently (Norberg & Hahn, 

2016). In this sense, there are substantial natural constraints to contemporary lifestyle that 

should be considered over the long-term (Griggs et al, 2013). These constraints are often 

referred to as planetary boundaries (Rockström et al, 2009b) or Earth’s carrying capacity (Clapp 
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& Dauvergne, 2011), as they set the limits for the socio-ecological equilibrium and for 

sustainable development. Once crossed, these boundaries may lead to sudden, non-linear and 

irreversible changes on Earth systems (Rockström et al, 2009b). 

In this sense, the revisited framework to describe sustainable development is the broad 

background concept I chose to address the research problem. Since the main objective of 

Brazilian environmental policies is to promote sustainable development (MRE, 2015), it is 

important to qualify the meaning of this expression. The revisited sustainable development 

framework properly addresses the issues I am trying to tackle, as it places economic motivations 

within the social structure, which in its turn is within the environmental limits. For the topic of 

this thesis, this framework means that deforestation in Amazon-based settlements is heavily 

driven by economic activities, such as farming, cattle-ranching and logging – legal and illegal 

(Alencar et al, 2016). However, this economic motivation is a result of the social necessity to 

ensure income-generation for local livelihoods, in view of the lack of options within Amazon-

based settlements, which are frequently far from infrastructure and public services. 

Furthermore, there is no governmental policy that promotes alternative forms to secure 

livelihoods and conciliate income generation and ecological conservation. In this sense, these 

social needs are also shaped by political and financial incentives that often reward 

deforestation-intensive expansion. In this context, this land-use patterns are placed within 

environmental boundaries, which is the Amazon rainforest itself. The Amazonian dynamics is 

self-balanced, so if deforestation cross any tipping-points, the integrity of the whole ecological 

forestry system is jeopardized (Rockström et al, 2009a). Hence, economic activity due to social 

needs is presently pushing the environment to the verge of regime shifts, a situation to be 

avoided due to its irreversibility. Economy is placed within society, which is therefore limited 

by the environment. In this sense, I intend to address the complex relation between economy, 

society and environment within Amazon-based settlements through this revisited framework of 

sustainable development. 

3.2. Socio-Ecological Systems 

At present, social and ecological spheres are strongly interdependent. Contemporary 

ecosystems are shaped by people and people rely on ecosystem services for their daily routine 

(SRC, 2017). Figure 07 displays a scheme to outline a socio/ecological system, in which the 

four escribed realms mutually interact. The biological complex accounts for the fauna and flora 

within the system’s boundaries, such as animals and flowers; and the physical complex accounts 

for the natural resources, such as water, vegetation and topology. Together, these two 

complexes form an ecosystem, which interlinks the fauna and the flora with the available 

natural resources (Buschbacher et al, 2016). The human complex accounts for anthropogenic 

activity, such as culture and economy; and the infrastructural complex accounts for human-built 

elements, such as industry, roads and cities. Together, these two complexes form contemporary 

society, expressing the relations between human dynamics and infrastructure that enables 

contemporary anthropogenic activities (Ibidem). The four described complexes taken into 

account as a whole form the socio-ecological system, evidencing the interdependencies 

amongst all the spheres instead of segmenting specific patterns of interaction. 
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Figure 07 | Social-Ecological System Framework 
Source: Buschbacher et al, 2016 

This is a very useful concept to analyse the Amazonian context, as human settlements and forest 

ecosystems are overlaid in the same geographical space and heavily shape each other. They are 

parts of one single system, sharing common boundaries, challenges and opportunities. The 

forest dynamics defines and limits human activities, as human activities structure and interfere 

in forest dynamics. Within the Legal Amazon, this mutual influence occurs in a very large scale, 

since ecosystem services provided by the rainforest have global consequences (Lewis et al, 

2011), as much as deforestation patterns are so extensive that jeopardize their overall provision 

in an unprecedented way. 

This is also the case of deforestation, which has intertwined social drivers and ecological 

consequences. Land-use patterns, particularly in Amazon-based settlements, must be 

acknowledged in a broad perspective because the human and natural factors are heavily 

connected in this process. For instance, in my case-study I found out that settlers open their 

plots to provide and increase income-generation, not only through productive activities such as 

agriculture and cattle-ranching, but also through land valuation, as the cleared land is much 

more valuable than the forest-covered land. This economic need and incentive is a social 

construct, although it generates substantial ecological shifts that affect the settlers themselves 

too. Hence, the socio-ecological systems framework allows for a comprehensive analysis of 

land-use change and the policies that seek to regulate it. It is, thus, a useful concept for the 

purposes of this thesis, as it enhances my contribution to the literature gap by linking human 

and natural aspects of deforestation and public policies towards Amazon-based settlements. 

3.3.Resilience Thinking 

Resilience thinking is a concept that arises from a social-ecological systems analysis (Folke, 

2016). It is a way of dealing with the growing interlinkages between human and natural spheres 

as well as the complex problems stemming from it (Ibidem). The fast development of 

contemporary civilisation brought about new challenges to the equilibrium maintenance in both 

ecosystems and societies (Gunderson et al, 2010). Thus, resilience is the ability of a system to 

absorb these challenges while maintaining its primary characteristics (Adger et al, 2011). It is 
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the amount of shifts intake that can be tolerated by a system before it disrupts. As the Stockholm 

Resilience Centre (SRC) defines it: 

“Resilience is the capacity of a system, be it an individual, a forest, a city or an economy, 

to deal with change and continue to develop. (…) Resilience thinking is about 

generating increased knowledge about how we can strengthen the capacity to deal with 

the stresses caused by environmental change.” (SRC, 2017) 

The regular tendency of any system is to keep its characteristics and remain in its primary 

conditions even when the environment changes. This process is called hysteresis and is a result 

of the lag effects, by which the shifts take some time to have actual consequences, and the 

system memory, by which the system seeks to go back to its original state (Rocha et al, 2012). 

In this context, resilience is further related to the system’s social-ecological vulnerabilities and 

adaptive capacity, which allows it to interact with change and to stay away from critical 

thresholds that forces the transformation into a different type of system (Folke, 2016). Going 

from the abstract conceptual guidelines to the needs on the ground, the GRAID Project 

(Simonsen et al, 2016) developed seven principles to apply resilience to social-ecological 

systems, which are: 

i. Maintain diversity and redundancy  Resilience stems from the plurality and the 

number of different components within a system, which accounts for diversity, as well 

as the number of components playing the same role, which accounts for redundancy. 

Diversity and redundancy, then, contribute to increase resilience within a social-

ecological system; 

ii. Manage connectivity in the system  Connectivity may contribute to the balance and 

resilience within a system, as connection allows the spread of positive events. However, 

it also allows for negative events to affect the role system. Thus, connectivity must be 

taken care of to increase resilience in a social-ecological system; 

iii. Manage slow variables and feedbacks  Slow variables within a system are the 

effects of a particular events that will generate consequences in the relativity distant 

future due to the time they take to influence the system. In this sense, a regime can 

abruptly shift due to slow variable processes, and this is the reason why this kind of 

relation must be managed in order to produce resilience; 

iv. Foster complex adaptive systems (CAS) thinking  It is important to reckon that a 

resilient system is a web of interlinkages, mutual dependencies and multiple 

interactions. Thus, a first step to enhance resilience is to foster CAS thinking; 

v. Encourage learning  To value different sources of knowledge and multiple learning 

methods increases the level of information on that system, thus, is critical to enhancing 

resilience in a social-ecological system; 

vi. Broaden participation  As much as learning, a broader participation on the system 

management increases the sources of information. Furthermore, it builds trust amongst 

actors, contributes to identify shared values and bring about innovative perspectives on 

the system. All this enhances resilience in a social-ecological system. 

vii. Promote polycentric governance  A diverse set of actors within the governance 

structure means a more legitimate source of authority, thus, a more effective 

implementation of decisions and actions. Moreover, polycentric decision-making 

process allows for a faster response ability in case of disturbances due to its capillarity, 

enhancing resilience in the social-ecological system.  
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These principles are a key instrument to the fieldwork analysis on how the PAS Project, as my 

case-study, increases resilience in local communities. I will draw this resilience analysis on the 

project’s activities within the socio-ecological systems framework to contribute to the 

comparison between political guidelines and local perceptions. Thus, I will use this analysis to 

reach conclusions on why deforestation in Amazon-based settlements still accounts for one 

third of overall deforestation and suggest innovative solutions to achieve sustainable 

development which involves resilience thinking in a more substantial manner. 
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Chapter 03 | 

Methodological Considerations 

1. Conceptual Definitions 

In order to analyse deforestation in the Amazon-based settlements, it is important to draw some 

conceptual considerations on the region. In Brazil, deforestation is substantially linked to illegal 

logging and to the expansion of the agricultural and cattle-raising frontier (Margulis, 2004). As 

these activities are heavily influenced by global value chains, the Amazon deforestation is 

shaped by the accelerating patterns of human production and consumption (Vieira et al, 2008). 

Deforestation is the main driver of local environmental change, and plays a critical economic 

role in the socio-economic dynamics within the forest areas, especially in Amazon-based 

settlements. The WWF (2017) and the FAS (2008) estimate that in the last 50 years, about 17% 

of the Amazon Forest has been lost, while Brazil’s National Institute for Spatial Research 

(INPE) accounted for a 20% area loss up to 2013 (Brandão & Souza, 2016). 

It is also important to mention that the Amazon context is very complex, as the “Amazonian 

‘reality’ is actually a ‘mosaic of realities’ extending across the diversity of political visions” 

(Abdala, 2015, p. 28). Due to this panoply of actors, the political stands towards the rainforest 

and its land-use – thus, towards the very concept of the Brazilian Amazon – have frequently 

shifted over time. At present, the Brazilian government has a legal and official definition over 

the Amazonian administrative area (IBGE, no date). Thus, there are many concepts that often 

overlap on this topic and are intertwined both in the academic literature and in the common 

usage. In this section I seek to outline the concepts used on this thesis in terms of (a) 

geographical concepts and (b) territorial area. 

1.1. Geography 

The Amazon Forest is treated under two geographical constructs in Brazil: The Amazon Biome 

and the Legal Amazon – as we may see in Figure 08. The former concept is based on the natural 

characteristics of landscape and vegetation. It comprises the seven states in Brazil’s Northern 

Region5, and it also extends to eight neighbouring countries6 (FAO, 2005). Conversely, the 

latter concept further encompasses biome-transitioning areas (IBGE, no date) in nine Brazilian 

states7, thus, the legal area is 1.2 million km² larger than the biome area (FAO, 2005). This 

concept has a strict political-administrative stand, focusing on the formulation and 

implementation of public policies within the region (Abdala, 2015). 

The Legal Amazon was formally defined in 1953 by a national legislation – Law No. 1.806, 

which also created the Superintendence of the Economic Valorisation Plan of Amazon 

(SPVEA) –, and since then it has been altered 4 times (IBGE, no date). At present, the Legal 

Amazon gathers all the territories under the Amazonian socio-economic dynamics. For 

example, it addresses states – such as Mato Grosso and Maranhão – that are not entirely part of 

the Biome, but that harbour important characteristics that affect the Forest and its communities 

– like agricultural production, commercialization chains or deforestation drivers. 

                                                           
5 Acre, Amapá, Amazonas, Pará, Rondônia, Roraima and Tocantins. 
6 Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, French Guyana, Guyana, Peru, Suriname and Venezuela. 
7 Acre, Amapá, Amazonas, Maranhão, Mato Grosso, Pará, Rondônia, Roraima and Tocantins. 
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The definition of the Legal Amazon as well as the SPVEA mark the launching of a government-

driven initiative to promote economic development in the region. Consequently, it also launches 

the political disputes in terms of how this development should be pursued (Abdala, 2015). 

Actually, the existence of a specific administrative concept for the Amazon demonstrates the 

fact that its limits change over time and highlight the underlying power struggle in the Amazon 

territorial management. 

 

Figure 08 | Two Concepts of the Brazilian Amazon 
Source: FAO (2005, p. 9) 

For the purposes of this thesis, I will use the Legal Amazon scope as the geographical standard 

whenever I reference the Amazon in this work – unless otherwise stated. First, because most of 

primary data and objectives produced by Brazilian governmental agencies is based on the Legal 

Amazon concept. Second, because the agricultural and cattle-raising frontier has two major 

pushing vectors – south-north and east-west – that are part of the Legal Amazon area, although 

not completely part of the biome. And finally, because much of the deforestation pressures 

come from biome-transitioning areas which are also addressed by the Legal Amazon frame. 

1.2. Territorial Area 

Deforestation in the Amazon is not evenly distributed throughout the territory. For instance, in 

2003-2004, some 80% of all clear-cutting took place in only 50 municipalities within 3 states – 

Pará, Mato Grosso and Rondônia (Vieira et al, 2008). These areas are in the so-called Arch of 

Deforestation8, a polygon where very intensive deforestation occur. Moreover, estimates say 

that this is where almost half of world’s tropical deforestation takes place (Toniolo & Cortez, 

no date). The Deforestation Arch encompasses the southwest of the State of Maranhão, the 

north of Tocantins, the southeast of Pará, the north of Mato Grosso, the entire State of Rondônia, 

                                                           
8 Alternatively, Deforestation Arch or Arc of Fire. 
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the south of Amazonas and the southeast of Acre (Vieira et al, 2008). These are vulnerable 

areas, in which deforestation drivers impose substantial pressures, as shown in Figure 09. 

 

Figure 09 | Critical Deforestation Areas in the Legal Amazon 
Source: Azevedo et al (2016, p. 2) 

Out of these critical states, the State of Pará (PA, in Brazil’s official acronym) registered in 

2016 the largest deforested area in absolute numbers (Azevedo et al, 2016). These numbers hint 

for the substantial relevance of this particular state in the process of suppressing vegetation. In 

this sense, the present thesis will focus on the State of Pará, as a case study of deforestation in 

the greater Amazon region. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Mixed-Methods Approach 

The thesis will rely on a mixed-methods methodology to enhance the body of knowledge on 

the complex research problem I intend to address (Caruth, 2013). The challenges in the 

Anthropocene bear strong transversal characteristics, which make them multidimensional and 

intertwined (Walker et al, 2009). Academic research can only grasp the underlying causes and 

the unfolding consequences of these challenges when considering multiple perspectives 

through a diverse set of methods. Thus, I chose this research design because contemporary 

social-environmental issues can only be properly analysed through a transdisciplinary stand due 

to their transversal origins and consequences. 

The mixed-methods methodology is often referred to as border work, in which the research 

problem is placed at the border of two or more disciplines. It is important to overcome the many 

epistemic, theoretical and methodological divides amongst fields of study with the aim of 

incorporating the transversal aspects that are part of the issue (Hesse-Biber, 2015). In this case, 

it is important to analyse the economic activities developed in Amazon-based settlements, as 
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well as the social and cultural background of these populations and the ecological and 

environmental consequences of this land-clearing process on local, regional and national levels. 

All this knowledge originally come from different fields of study, but taken together in a 

Sustainability Science approach, they can produce synergies and contribute to a better 

understanding of reality on the ground. This attempt to find contact zones intends to produce 

better ways to move beyond academic frontiers (Ibidem) and tackle the complex contemporary 

challenges. Thus, the main objective of this research design is to deepen and widen the 

contribution of this thesis to this intricate issue of land-use change in Amazon-based settlements 

(Olsen, 2004).  

My choice of a mixed-methods methodology is also an acknowledgement that I am not able to 

answer my research question and sub-questions by using a single-method approach (Plano 

Clark & Badiee, 2010). My objective is to analyse why land-use policies fail at curbing 

deforestation by comparing Brazil’s political priorities to the settler’s perspective on 

deforestation through a socio-ecological lens. In this sense, I rely on more than one method to 

reach my conclusions. First, because I address the interlinkages and interdependencies between 

socioeconomic and environmental aspects taken altogether. And secondly, because my analysis 

is based on this multidimensional axis that goes from the national to the local level of analysis. 

In this sense, I have used different sources of data to look at my research problem through 

various angles and produce a bolder and more substantial analytical structure. 

Within Greene et al. (1989)’s framework for motivating a mixed-methods choice, I would 

justify my design through the Complementarity and Expansion stands. This means that my 

inquiry: 

seeks elaboration, enhancement, illustration, clarification of the results from one 

method with the results from another, [and] seeks to extend the breadth and range of 

enquiry by using different methods for different inquiry components (Greene et al., 1989, 

p. 289). 

In Bryman (2006)’s framework, a more recent attempt to understand the mixed-methods 

methodology, I would justify my choice through the Completeness and Utility stands. The 

meaning, in this case, is that: 

the researcher can bring together a more comprehensive account of the area of enquiry 

in which he or she is interested if both quantitative and qualitative research are 

employed [and] a suggestion, which is more likely to be prominent among articles with 

an applied focus, that combining the two approaches will be more useful to practitioners 

and others. (Bryman, 2006, p. 106). 
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In this sense, I make it clear that my research design is a qualitative-driven mix of methods, but 

it further encompasses quantitative tools that assist me in the research process (Plano Clark & 

Badiee, 2010), as displayed in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10 | Structure of the Adopted Mixed-Methods Methodology 

Source: Own chart 

2.2. Case-Study Approach 

Within the mixed-methods framework, this thesis has further relied on a case-study research 

strategy for structuring the fieldwork. Although I reckon the limitations of this choice, I fully 

believe that case-studies can provide valuable inputs to concomitantly analyse broader trends 

as well as local particularities. Case-studies are a research design that can encompass a wide set 

of evidences (Pearson et al, 2015). As a result, it can intertwine different ways of data gathering 

and different sets of information to achieve holistic conclusions stemming from a specific 

circumstance (Yin, 1981). This is an asset for the overall research, since multi-source evidence 

contribute to a more thorough scientific inquiry. 

Much criticism to case-studies arise from the limited scope of inquiry that can bring about issues 

on the representativeness of a particular case (Clifford et al, 2010). Stronger criticism also 

points out that, for its high content of context analysis, case-studies reinforce the personal biases 

that the researcher may carry, turning the research into a storytelling which is heavily influenced 

by individual interpretations (Miles, 1979, p. 590). In this sense, case-studies are often regarded 

as a complement to illustrate an argument, rather than the main way of stating a proposition or 

developing a concept (Healey & Healey, 2010). These criticisms mainly focus on the problems 

of scaling-up case-study’s conclusions. They also share an ontology in which the proper way 

of conducting research is being bias-free and not influenced by the any subjectivity. 
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Tensions also come from divergent views on deductive and inductive theory-making and how 

should the research deal with the information and findings obtained in the field (Bryman, 2012), 

and authors can be separated in three groups. (a) Authors who criticize case-studies and 

completely dismiss the capacity for case-studies to generate any theoretical inputs. This group 

believe that case-studies’ epistemology can only serve as exemplifying knowledge (Thomas, 

2010). This is due to the lack of representation in the produced data, which hinders 

generalisation. (b) Authors who agree that case-studies’ ontology aims to uncover empirical 

circumstances in the real world. Thus, their underlying assumption is that there is a ‘real world’ 

out there to be examined where it is possible to verify the abstract knowledge produced in the 

academia (Yin, 1981; Haley & Haley, 2010; Pearson et al, 2015). This ontological stand allows 

for the epistemology of theory testing through case-studies inquiries. (c) Authors who believe 

it is possible to build elegant theories by scaling up and inferring general trends identified in a 

singular local context (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). In this ontological point of view, the 

underlying assumption hints for the possibility of developing grounded theory through data-

gathering and categorization, constructing cumulative theories through cross-case scenarios and 

developing new concepts by the interpretation of a single case (Rule & John, 2015). From this 

ontology stems the epistemology of “generating universal truths and insights from the 

particular” (Ibidem, p. 3).  

In this research enterprise, I do not intend to achieve any universal truth nor I aim to uncover 

what is there in the real world. And this is mostly because I believe that there is no absolute 

truth to be unveiled nor is there an empirical world completely detached from academic 

analysis. Policy and practice, thus, research and reality bear a mutually constituting nature 

(Giddens, 1984). Discourse creates realities and realities shape discourses (Foucault, 1980). 

Hence, I regard the case-study methodology as a systematic and reliable research strategy that 

allows me to analyse a theoretical assumption in a specific situation (Rule & John, 2015). This 

is a relevant exercise to test a hypothesis through the application of abstract concepts in concrete 

events. As for being very context-sensitive, the case-studies research strategy promotes both a 

deeper acknowledgement of specific contingencies and a broader assessment of socio-

economic, demographic and environmental characteristics (Ibidem).  

This methodology further allows for an in-depth analysis the local voices to better understand 

global trends and their consequences. Moreover, case-studies are able to create and reinforce 

the cooperation between public institutions, academia and local communities (Mowatt & 

Travis, 2015). Case-studies, then, may enhance the agency and give voices to groups that would 

be rather generalised by other research stands and methods, showing the disparities and tensions 

between distinct societal agents. Therefore, this methodology substantially provides inputs for 

the analysis of a particular contemporary phenomenon within a specific context, and the 

knowledge produced out of this analysis always represent some broader group – typically or 

atypically (Pearson et al, 2015). 

In this specific case-study I address the PAS Project and the three Amazon settlements within 

this project – namely, Bom Jesus, Altamira-PA; Muju I and II, Mujuí dos Campos-PA; and 

Cristalino II, Aveiros-PA. This is a small sample if compared to the overall settlements under 

the Law Reform policies within the Amazon area. Yet, these settlements bear substantial 

similarities and are bound to the same socio-economic drivers and environmental 

vulnerabilities. Even so, I must mention that these settlements do not represent the entire group 

of Amazon-based settlements, seen that each of them have their own particularities and specific 

contexts. Yet, the PAS project remains a meaningful qualitative sample for the purpose of this 
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inquiry because they are all located in the core of the Arch of Deforestation and they are 

traditional settlements with a substantial number of families. 

Therefore, this case-study focus a particular land category – which are Amazon-based 

settlements – and propels the agency of a relatively small group – which are the settlers within 

the PAS Project. This sample surely has its own characteristics; yet, the conclusions I have 

reached through the case-study can be generalized to other settlements under the Land Reform 

policies within the Amazon. Firstly, because some of the settlers have lived in other Land 

Reform settlements within the Amazon, such as in Acre, Rondônia, Mato Grosso and Amapá. 

Many of them have moved from non-Amazon state, such as Paraná and Santa Catarina, with 

their families to work and access land in the Amazon. They reported that the challenges they 

have experienced within the PAS Project were also present elsewhere. Secondly, because many 

settlers have families in other settlements, and also stated that bureaucratic problems are 

significantly similar to the family members, as they are all managed by Incra. Lastly, the 

settlements which comprise the sample within my case-study are part of the PAS Project, which 

is a successful case of deforestation reduction based on technical assistance, payment for 

ecosystem services and collective management. This means that the challenges faced by these 

people are somehow eased by the support given by the project. Settlements in the Amazon are 

frequently unassisted (Alencar et al, 2016), thus, face these challenges in a more aggravated 

way than described in this thesis. Hence, the conclusions on local perceptions within the scope 

of this case-study can be roughly generalized as challenges faced by most of Amazon-based 

settlements. 

3. Methods 

3.1. Descriptive Data and Text Analysis 

I have relied on Descriptive Data and Text Analysis as two complementary methods for 

identifying and analysing the political priorities within Brazil’s legislative structure. For 

assessing these priorities, I have defined the most relevant land-use and deforestation policies 

in force, namely the Land Reform and the Forest Code, and further evaluated its overall 

guidelines for local Amazon-based settlements through text analysis. I have done this by 

selecting the legislative dispositions specifically aimed at this kind of smallholders and 

systematizing the priorities they set forth. My approach is problem-oriented (Black, 2010), as I 

seek to describe the role of the socio-ecological systems and resilience concepts within Brazil’s 

national policy texts. 

Also, I have used descriptive data as a simple statistical method to outline and contextualize my 

research problem so that I can better answer my research questions. I aimed at comparing and 

drawing comprehensive conclusions by considering statistical facts related to the environmental 

policies in the Amazon. I have used descriptive statistics to address the effectiveness of these 

policies and to identify how their discursive priorities have been affecting local Amazonian 

realities, particularly the ones I have focused on during my case study, namely the PAS Project. 

For achieving this objective, I have used mostly official sources of data: 

• Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change: The fifth assessment (AR5) produced by 

this international scientific agency, institutionally under the World Meteorological 

Organization, is the source of the climate data used in this inquiry regarding global 

figures and historical trends (IPCC, 2014); 

• Estimates System on Greenhouse Gas Emissions: The SEEG initiative is managed by 

the Brazil’s Climate Observatory, a pool of climate-related civil society organizations. 
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The estimates are based on raw data from Brazilian Inventories of Anthropogenic 

Emissions and Removals of Greenhouse Gases, produced by the Ministry of Science, 

Technology and Innovation. SEEG estimates further follow the IPCC guidelines. This 

is the main source of data on Brazilian GHG emissions by geography, chronology and 

economic sectors (SEEG, 2016b); 

• Brazilian Institute for the Environment and Renewable Natural Resources: The IBAMA 

is a Brazilian public agency that monitors the deforestation throughout the national 

biomes by the PMDBBS Project. This is the main source of data for deforestation 

outside the Amazon (IBAMA, 2011); 

• National Institute for Spatial Research: The INPE is the Brazilian public agency 

responsible for monitoring the deforestation in the Legal Amazon. This is done through 

the PRODES Project and is the main source of deforestation data for the Amazon region 

in this research (INPE, 2013); 

• National Institute for Geography and Statistics: The IBGE is the Brazilian public 

agency that focus on producing socio-economic and demographical data. This data 

gathering is carried out mainly through the Censo Nacional, which are regularly done 

both in urban and rural areas. In this research, IBGE will be the main source of 

information in terms of rural livelihoods, income level and agricultural production 

(IBGE, 2017a). 

3.2. Semi-Structured Interviews and Observations 

During my fieldwork in the PAS Project, my main objective was to identify what were the 

settlers’ main perceptions of deforestation and how both project managers and the beneficiary 

settlers perceived the relevance and the challenges of the project. In this sense, I have used two 

complementary methods to gather qualitative data during the fieldwork: semi-structured 

interviews and observations. I have sampled the project members due to their positions within 

IPAM’s managerial structure. I have tried to gather the impressions of different types of project 

managers, ranging from the national coordinator to the field technicians. In terms of the settlers’ 

sampling, I have relied on the previously defined technical visits itinerary that the field 

technician would carry out in the settlements. Thus, I could not freely choose what settlers to 

visit, but I have had contact with many spontaneous settlers who were willing to provide 

interviews during the collective meetings I have attended in the settlements. Figure 11 displays 

a list of the interlocutors and the associated methods I have used throughout the fieldwork. 

Location Stakeholders Sample Method Purpose 

Belém National Coordinator 1 

Semi-

Structured 

Interview 

Understand the 

historical background 

of the PAS Project 

Santarém 

Regional Coordinator, 

Technical Coordinator 

and Farming Technicians 

5 

Semi-

Structured 

Interviews 

Understand what are 

the regional priorities 

and the main local 

challenges 

Muju I 

and II 

Settlers and Collective 

Meetings 

6 

[About 40 

meeting 

participants] 

Observations 

Understand the local 

perceptions on 

priorities and 

challenges of the 

project 
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Itaituba 
Regional Coordinator 

and Farming Technician 
2 

Semi-

Structured 

Interviews 

Understand what are 

the regional priorities 

and the main local 

challenges 

Cristalino 

II 

Settlers and Collective 

Meetings 

10 

[About 15 

meeting 

participants] 

Observations 

Understand the local 

perceptions on 

priorities and 

challenges of the 

project 

Brasília 
Project Manager and 

Project Researcher 
2 

Semi-

Structured 

Interviews 

Understand the 

overall priorities in 

the project and how it 

related to public 

policies and agencies 

Total Semi-Structured Interviews Sample: 10 

Total Observations Sample: 71 

Figure 11 | Structure of Fieldwork and Applied Methods 

For assessing the PAS project members, I have chosen the semi-structured interviews over other 

methods because I believe that when the interlocutor has space to raise his-her own thoughts 

on a broad topic, their priorities and the relevance they attribute to different aspects of it 

becomes evident. Yet, unlikely unstructured interviews, the researcher can still steer back the 

conversation if the dialogue is heading off topic (Dunn, 2005). As Longhurst (2010, p. 103) 

describes it, semi-structured interviews are about being non-judgemental and paying attention 

to what the interlocutor is sharing with you. I have tried to accomplish these tasks by trying to 

make the interviewee comfortable and open about the assessed topics. I have interviewed ten 

members of IPAM, the research institute that manages the PAS Project. They have been carried 

out at IPAM’s regional offices and they took approximately one hour each. 

For assessing the family farmers within the settlements, I chose to rely on observations. This 

method allows the researcher to spend time with the interlocutors and perceive the autonomous 

inter-relations amongst the communities through careful and patient interaction (Laurier, 2010). 

This method does not bear the ontology of distance and objectivity as a prerequisite for science. 

On the contrary, it emphasizes the connection between the phenomena and the researcher and 

the importance of trust and bounds (Breitbart, 2010). In my fieldwork, this method provided 

me highly valuable insights and I could benefit from a detailed and proximate immersion on 

my object of study. 

4.  Fieldwork Challenges and Biases 

During the fieldwork, I spent four weeks visiting IPAM’s offices at Belém, Santarém, Itaituba 

and Brasília, as well as the settlements in Muju I and II, and Cristalino II. I have conducted 10 

semi-structured interviews with IPAM’s members, and came across the perceptions of 71 

settlers through semi-structured interviews and observations. I have documented both 

observations and interviews through on site notes. I have not recorded any fieldwork 

conversation, as it would severely undermine their will of the settlers and IPAM members to 

mention negative, and sometimes illegal, aspects of deforestation that they frequently happen 

within the settlements. By adopting these methodological strategies, the fieldwork was very 
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profitable and both settlers and IPAM’s workers were open to talk about the project and the 

deforestation dynamics in the region. However, I still had to face some challenges, such as: 

(a) Logistics: There is no public transportation to go and come back from the settlements, 

thus, my stay in these areas was dependent on IPAM’s technical visits. In this sense, I 

could not independently decide how long to stay in each settlement due to logistical 

obstacles; 

(b) Bureaucracy: I have visited many regional branches of IPAM, so I had access to 

different sources of information and opinions through formal and informal 

conversations. These statements brought about different perspectives, which sometimes 

opposed each other. Thus, I had to carefully manage the data I had received to avoid 

creating or fuelling internal clashes. I had also to filter and double check the information 

I got regarding the organization’s dynamics; 

(c) Language: Although I was in my home country speaking my mother tongue, I had to 

face communicational challenges. Firstly, because Brazil has many accents and ways of 

speaking. Secondly, because the communities I have visited come from a substantially 

different socio-economic background than my own. Thirdly, because the communities 

are rather isolated from other urban centres, which leads to endemic and local 

vocabulary. For my research activities, these linguistic differences brought about the 

power aspect of language, which often put me in the position of authority in relation to 

my interlocutors. Besides, these differences also made me incur in some patronizing 

behaviour, by which I tried to oversimplify my approach to make it understandable for 

the community. Soon enough I saw the flaws of this behaviour and corrected it to avoid 

reinforcing this expert-led way of dealing with local realities; 

(d) Follow-up: In general, community people treated me in a very warm manner, and they 

were also very proud of the fact that someone in Stockholm wanted to write about them 

and tell their stories. Some settlers really wanted to know more about the research and 

about the way Europeans see them. In this sense, they asked me to send some form of 

result from the research when it was ready. This is a challenge not only because my 

thesis is written in English, but also because the communities are not easily reachable. 

In any case, I will seek to write a summary of my findings and translate it to Portuguese 

to send it to the communities and provide them the follow-up they deserve. 

(e) Biases: My stay in the field was always mediated by agricultural and farming 

technicians from IPAM. I accompanied them in their weekly routine to the settlements. 

Thus, I have visited the land owners that were scheduled in their own itinerary, although 

all farmers were part of the case-study project. To balance this bias, I have carried out 

the interviews in private, away from the presence of these technicians. In any case, I 

must acknowledge that this is probably a source of bias to my results. 

5. Ethical Considerations 

According to the Oxford Dictionaries (2017), ethics are the “Moral principles that govern a 

person's behaviour or the conducting of an activity; [or] The branch of knowledge that deals 

with moral principles”. As such, an ethical research endeavour is an activity carried out in 

observation of the moral principles of justice, respect and beneficence (Hay, 2010, p. 38). A 

research that relies on fieldwork should be even more aware of these principles when dealing 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/180DnDUEvYnjzoFFI1TMy_upWLAfC_i_Ypu0jUPUfLuw/edit?pli=1#heading=h.7jajn5r2bx5l
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with local communities, honestly considering the particularities and different cultures that exist 

in each place. Ethical dilemmas will always appear throughout an integer research, and these 

dilemmas must be solved depending on the specific circumstances in which they appear. To 

overcome these challenges, it is critical to rely on a well-informed preparation that addresses 

local idiosyncrasies to reduce the possibilities of incurring in unethical behaviour (Ibidem). 

This is what I have tried to achieve throughout my inquiry and fieldwork. 

Even though I carried out the investigation in my home country – which tends to sooth the 

cultural differences and tensions –, I had to be very sensitive in terms of context-specific 

realities, which are so diverse from my personal background. The Amazon communities I have 

been to as well as the NGOs offices have their own communal and institutional dynamics that 

must be acknowledged and respected. During the fieldwork, I have introduced myself to all my 

interlocutors as a master’s student at Stockholm University, seeking to be as transparent as 

possible on my research intentions. In this sense, I have taken Stockholm University’s ethical 

guidelines very seriously when conducting my research. I have tried to achieve justice, respect 

and beneficence not only through my personal interaction during the fieldwork, but also through 

objective and sensitive policy analysis. I sincerely hope this research endeavour somehow help 

these communities to enhance their socio-ecological resilience and to access more options for 

local sustainable development in the long run.  
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Chapter 04 | Deforestation Analysis 

In this chapter I will conduct three thorough analysis to answer the research questions I have 

stated in the introduction. I first analyse the political priorities contained in the Land Reform 

and the Forest Code to draw conclusions on the policy guidelines for land-use and deforestation 

in Amazon-based settlements. The results of this analysis will answer Part A of my steering 

questions. Then I analyse the smallholders’ perceptions of deforestation in the settlements 

through the reporting and systematization of the fieldwork material. The results of this second 

analysis will answer Part B of my steering question. Finally, I conduct the socio-ecological 

systems analysis to compare policy and practice in terms of deforestation drivers in order to 

answer the main question on why policies fail to curb clear-cutting in Amazon-based 

settlements. Hence, this chapter is composed of the following sections (a) Political Priorities, 

in which I describe the Land Reform and the Forest Code, then analyse their priorities (b) 

Sustainable Settlements, in which I describe the regional characteristics and the case-study 

project, then analyse the local perceptions’ collected during the fieldwork and (c) Social-

Ecological Systems Framework, in which I compare policy and practice and analyse the overall 

efficiency of the environmental legislation. 

1. Political Priorities 

1.1.  Land Reform Outline 

Brazil’s Land Reform legislation is one of the biggest efforts in the world to redistribute 

unproductive land – be it public or private – aiming to ensure a broad access to arable land and 

reduce rural conflicts (Filho et al, 2016). Land access is a historical problem in Brazil, as the 

concentration of large areas under the latifundiums – large properties –stem from the 

colonization period. The Portuguese empire set forth its strategy of swiftly occupying the entire 

territory to reaffirm its sovereignty through the donation of large land grants and states to 

nobility members (Wolford, 2010). These dynamics continued in Brazil’s history as an 

independent country. In the 19th century, the territorial occupation spread westwards, clear-

cutting large native vegetation areas to introduce croplands and eliminating indigenous peoples 

to access their areas (Filho et al, 2016). Throughout the 20th century, the agricultural frontier 

was already consolidated in the south and south-eastern parts of Brazil, thus, public policies 

began to provide incentives for land occupation and concentration also in the central areas of 

the country. This was done by granting access to easy credit and technology, as well as through 

infrastructure investments to facilitate the products commercialization (Ibidem). 

In the late 20th century, this expansion turned to the Amazon, pressuring the agricultural 

frontier up north (Pacheco, 2009; Brown, 2016). This was the period when the debates over the 

Land Reform started to flourish, particularly from the 1960s onwards, during Brazil’s military 

dictatorship (Alencar et al, 2016). The beginning of the Brazilian Land Reform was launched 

with the publication of the Land Statute in 1964 (Sparovek, 2003), due to the alarming rates of 

land concentration in the country and the frequent riots resulting from it. This act was 

specifically aimed at occupying the vast regions in the Amazon through easy access to land, 

credit and agricultural techniques, as well as through the regularization of irregular land 

occupations that had already happened in previous periods (Alencar et al, 2016). In this sense, 
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the occupation of the Brazilian Amazon through a land redistribution process was also a way 

to ease social conflicts in the south and south-eastern regions, the most populated areas of the 

country (Fearnside, 2005), which demonstrates the deep interconnections between social and 

environmental issues. 

The Land Reform is, thus, a policy instrument that creates settlements throughout the country. 

These areas are lawfully composed of small properties owned by family farmers – called plot(s). 

These farmers must fulfil a list of criteria before they are granted the plot to ensure that they 

are the beneficiaries that the policy aims at reaching. The primary criteria are as follows: 

• Be a farmer; 

• Be of legal age; 

• Not be a foreigner; 

• Not be retired; 

• Not have been convicted in a judicial process; 

• Not be a public servant; 

• Not be married or common law spouse of a public servant; 

• Not have family income higher than 3 minimum wages (about R$ 2.800, which is 

equivalent to USD 900 in May 2017); 

• Not own any business or industry; 

• Not be married or common law spouse to someone that owns a business or an 

industry; 

• Not have been benefited by the Land Reform in the past; 

• Not be married or common law spouse of someone benefited by the Land Reform 

in the past; 

• Not own a rural property in the municipality; 

• Not be married to someone who owns a rural property in the municipality; 

• Not be physically or mentally disabled in a way that impedes farming activities. 

At present, there are about 9.256 Land Reform settlements in Brazil, occupying an area of 88 

million hectares (Incra, no date). Regarding Legal Amazon states, there are 3.589 settlements, 

occupying an area of roughly 34.5 million hectares, as shown in Figure 10. Within the Amazon-

based settlements, there are 12.7 million hectares of deforested land, which represents 37% of 

the settlements’ total area (Alencar et al, 2016). 
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Figure 10 | Settlements within the Legal Amazon in 2015 

Source: Alencar et al, 2016, p. 21 

The Land Reform is a political and legislative process that can be divided in four main stages: 

(a) 1970-1984, (b) 1984-1993, (c) 1994-2004, and (d) 1994-today. The first stage was 

inaugurated with the creation of Incra (acronym for the Brazilian Institute for Colonization and 

Agrarian Reform) in 1970 and lasted until 1984. Incra is the primary agency in Brazil with 

mandate to plan, implement, monitor and provide legal rights to the settlers within Land Reform 

programs (Sparovek, 2003). This public agency set forth colonization projects, mainly in areas 

alongside federal roadways in the Amazon, such as the Transamazônica and the BR-103 in Pará 

(Oliveira, 2005). In this phase, the number of settlements within the Legal Amazon and in other 

biomes were roughly the same, although the area of the Amazon-based settlements was already 

much larger (Alencar et al, 2016). This process was fuelled by the military dictatorship 

discourse to occupy Amazonian lands in order to assert sovereignty over the territory. The 

military regime had the motto “integrar para não entregar”, which means in a direct translation 

“integrate [the territory] not to give it away” (Ibidem). This rhetoric demonstrates the mindset 

of considering native vegetation in forest areas as unused and bearing no function. 

The second stage was initiated by the I PNRA (acronym for First National Plan on Agrarian 

Reform), in 1984, lasting until 1993. The National Constitution, approved in 1988 in the process 

of redemocratization after military dictatorship (1964-1989), also heavily influenced this stage 

of the Land Reform (Alencar et al, 2016). The constitution established the principle of the 

land’s social function, which steered the creation of new settlements (Filho et al, 2016). The 

concept of social function refers to the actual usage of a property and its main objective is to 

Settlements 

Legal Amazon 

State Boarders 
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refrain speculation and land concentration. The constitutional describes the social function as a 

rational utilization of the property resources in light of labour rights and environmental 

preservation (CF, 1988). Thus, the areas with no production whatsoever, no agriculture or 

cattle-ranching, do not fulfil their social obligation. Social movements substantially influenced 

this process, especially the political action of the Landless Rural Workers’ Movement (MST in 

the Portuguese acronym). This movement was created in 1984 in the southern state of Paraná 

due to the increasing land concentration in the region (Wolford, 2010). Although the legislation 

mentions the environmental concern, many areas that Incra distributed by the Land Reform 

within the Legal Amazon were in fact pristine rainforest (Alencar et al, 2016). In this sense, the 

settlers had no option other than to clear-cut – frequently through the slash-and-burn techniques 

– in order to produce agricultural yield and ensure their livelihoods (Ibidem). There was no 

governmental action in the sense of valuing and remunerating forest conservation as an 

alternative to deforestation within the settlements. 

The third stage was the one initiated by the Land Reform Act in 1993 and lasted until 2004. In 

this stage, the government established the possibility of revoking ownership in latifundiums in 

benefit of land redistribution through the Land Reform, fulfilling the the land’s social function. 

This process resulted in a massive movement towards occupation of lands in the Legal Amazon 

to be further regularized through the Land Reform mechanisms and turned into official 

settlements (Alencar et al, 2016). Again, this was a way to reduce the pressure over land 

redistribution in the highly-populated zones in the south and south-eastern regions of Brazil. 

Until 2004, the government granted access to land for the settlers in return of benefits for the 

land. Thus, it was the settlers’ duties to deforest the territory in order to produce agricultural of 

livestock yields, as put by Alencar et al (2016, p. 20): 

“Hence, the initial concept of colonization and traditional settlements projects in the 

Amazon was to grant land to landless families so that they could produce through the 

substitution of forest native vegetation for croplands or cultivated pastures. This fact 

alone represents one of the main drivers and the origin of deforestation in settlement 

projects created during these stages, for land-clearing was fostered by the government 

as a necessary strategy to guarantee occupy, production and land ownership”9. 

The fourth stage begun with the launching of the II PNRA (acronym for Second National Plan 

on Agrarian Reform) in 2004 and it remains unfolding. Within this period, the area of the 

settlements in the Legal Amazon have soared, thus, increasing the influence of the settlements 

as sources of deforestation and GHG emissions. However, the II PNRA tried to shift the 

paradigm of deforestation as a necessary public strategy to access land. With this aim in mind, 

the II PNRA established instruments to guarantee the rights of traditional communities, such as 

indigenous peoples and descendants of slave communities (called quilombolas in Brazil) to 

form independent settlements and/or have their lands respected in the settlements projects 

(Alencar et al, 2016). Furthermore, the II PNRA introduced new forms of settlements apart of 

the conventional ones. At present, there are twelve types of settlements within the Legal 

Amazon, as shown in Figure 11. 

                                                           
9 Directly translated from the Portuguese original writing. 
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Assembled 

Settlement 

Project 

Projeto de 

Assentamento 

Conjunto 

PAC 357.509 16 

Colonization project 

carried out by Incra in 

partnership with large-

scale rural companies or 

cooperatives 

Steered 

Settlement 

Project 

Projeto de 

Assentamento 

Dirigido 

PAD 1.350.683 7 

Subject to the Federal 

Union jurisdiction to 

regularize federal rural 

areas 

Fast-Track 

Settlement 

Project 

 

Projeto de 

Assentamento 

Rápido 

PAR 106.500 3 

Also subject to the Federal 

Union jurisdiction of 

regularize federal rural 

areas in an expedite way 

Integrated 

Colonization 

Project 

Projeto 

Integrado de 

Colonização 

PIC 1.811.510 7 

Official colonization 

projects to regularize large 

areas through the efforts of 

the legislative, executive 

and judiciary authorities 

Settlement 

Project 

Projeto de 

Assentamento 
PA 17.779.881 1.623 

Multisectorial and 

interdisciplinary projects, 

congregating territorial and 

regional development 

Agroextractive 

Settlement 

Project 

Projeto de 

Assentamento 

Agroextrativista 

PAE 10.851.762 381 

Destined to the natural 

resources exploitation by 

agroextractive 

communities through 

economic and ecologically 

sustainable practices 

Forestry 

Settlement 

Project 

Projeto de 

Assentamento 

Floresta 

PAF 318.102 7 

Aimed at areas suitable for 

forestry management with 

multiple uses and within 

familiar communities 

Quilombola 

Settlement 

Project 

Projeto de 

Assentamento 
PAQ 278.502 8 

Ensure definitive property 

to the descendants of slave 

communities that still 

occupy the area. Property 
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Figure 11 also demonstrates the great variety of classifications and the resulting bureaucratic 

complexity of managing the Land Reform settlements. It further shows the attempts to introduce 

environmental criteria to compensate for the benefits for the land principle after 2004 (Alencar 

et al, 2016). It becomes clear that the main categories of settlements in terms of numbers are 

the PDS, PAE – which were introduced in the fourth stage of the Lang Reform through the II 

PNRA – and the PA – which is the traditional form of settlement from the initial stages. 

The Legal Amazon still represents the major expansion frontier of the Land Reform in Brazil 

(Alencar et al, 2016) due to its availability of land and low population density. And within the 

Legal Amazon, Pará is the state has the largest number of settlements as well as the largest 

capacity in number of settlers (Filho et al, 2016). Nevertheless, the role played by Incra, as well 

as the importance given to the Land Reform and the maintenance of the settlements has 

significantly changed over time. Since its creation in 1970, and during the entire dictatorship, 

Incra had a great deal of power to carry out the Amazonian colonization. However, this power 

and influence decayed over time, as Filho et al (2016, p. 97) puts it: 

Quilombola title to be given by the 

states 

Sustainable 

Development 

Project 

Projeto de 

Desenvolvimen

to 

Sustentável 

PDS 2.850.702 98 

Destined to activities with 

environmental awareness 

in communities that depend 

on the extractive sector, on 

familiar agriculture or 

activities with low 

environmental impact 

Municipal 

Settlement 

Project 

Projeto de 

Assentamento 

Municipal 

PAM 8.818 1 

Projects under the 

municipal jurisdiction in 

terms of creation, selection 

of beneficiaries and 

emission of land titles 

Cocoon 

Settlement 

Project 

Projeto de 

Assentamento 

Casulo 

PAC 6.179 1 

Projects created by the 

municipalities, but 

particular in terms of 

proximity with urban 

centres and intense 

agricultural activities 

State 

Settlement 

Project 

Projeto de 

Assentamento 

Estadual 

PE 555.675 61 

Projects under the state 

jurisdiction in terms of 

creation, selection of 

beneficiaries and emission 

of land titles 

Figure 11 | Characteristics of the Categories of Settlements in the Legal Amazon 
Source: Alencar et al, 2016, pp. 28-29 
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In sobering parallel to the people it serves, Incra is arguably the least well-funded and 

most under-staffed agency in the Brazilian government. […] With the transition to 

democracy, however, Incra’s position was undermined. The agency foundered as its 

mandate changed from the colonisation of empty land to the expropriation of large 

properties and settlement. Social movement activists bemoaned Incra’s weakness and 

regularly denounced the […] attempts to extinguish the agency (such as happened in 

1987)”. 

In this sense, analysing the legislative dispositions within the Land Reform that are aimed at 

land-use and deforestation on Amazon-based settlements, there can be identified two priorities: 

(a) the land’s social function, which hints for the low value attributed to the rainforest areas 

before they were redistributed to family farmers, and (b) the benefit to the land, a principle in 

force until 2004 that required deforestation for agricultural and cattle-ranching production for 

the settlers’ to secure their land property rights. 

1.2.  Forest Code Outline 

Brazil’s first Forest Code legislation was approved in 1934 through the Decree N. 23.793. This 

law was hardly implemented due to substantial obstacles in its practical appliance. In this sense, 

another Forest Code was created in 1965 through the Act N. 4.771, establishing the concepts of 

(i) intrinsic value of native vegetation, instead of its only commercial use; (ii) the Permanent 

Protection Areas – APPs in the Portuguese acronym –, which are areas that must be preserved 

in any case, such as mountains tops and river flood plains; (iii) Legal Reserve areas – RL in the 

Portuguese acronym –, which are areas legally defined as native vegetation reserves (Noojipady 

et al, 2017). The Legal Reserve area depends on the biome in which the rural property is inserted 

as well as the type of vegetation within it. In 2012, the New Forest Code was approved in Brazil 

through the Act N. 12.651. This legislation was a result from years of negotiation between civil 

society, agribusiness, private companies and governmental agencies (Azevedo & Reis, 2016): 

“The new legislation was brought about as a way to update and improve the legal 

dispositions and instruments for conciliating economic development and protection of 

natural forests and other native vegetation.” (Ibidem, p. 15) 

After all the clashes of interest, the 2012 Forest Code kept the APPs and RLs definition, but 

restructured its spatial requirements, depending on the biomes. Apart from previous 

dispositions mentioned above, the Code further defines the (iv) the Rural Environmental 

Registry – CAR in the Portuguese acronym –, which aims to be a database of all Brazilian rural 

properties and their detailed environmental situation, (v) the Environmental Reserve Quotas – 

CRAs in the Portuguese acronym –, which are a market instrument to trade credits for native 

vegetation areas in properties with surplus and deficit of Legal Reserves; and (vi) the 

Environmental Regularization Programmes – PRAs in the Portuguese acronym –, a 

commitment between the farmer and the government to recover degraded or deforested areas 

within a property’s Legal Reserve. The Forest Code adopted the year 2008 as a baseline to 

define if an area has any liability, legal and illegal deforestation, consolidated clearing, etc. As 

shown in Figure 12, to be compliant with the Forest Code within the Legal Amazon, a rural 

property must have: 
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• Its complete registry in the CAR system; 

• All APPs preserved or in a recovery process through the PRAs; 

• 80% of Legal Reserve if the property is within a forest type of vegetation; 

• 35% of Legal Reserve if the property is within a savannah type of vegetation; 

• 20% of Legal Reserve if the property is within open fields type of vegetation. 

 

Figure 12 | Scheme of a Rural Property Compliant with the Forest Code 

Source: CI, no date 

Within the Forest Code, there are regulations that specifically address Amazon-based 

settlements, as they bear substantial particularities. The Legal Reserves within settlements can 

be done in an individual or a collective scale, depending on the type of settlement (Alencar et 

al, 2016). Also, all the Environmental Registry within Land Reform settlements must be made 

through the Incra mediation to be valid, which represents a challenge because Incra’s working 

capacity is much lower than the settlers’ needs. At present, there are 19.191 Land Reform 

properties registered in the CAR within Pará state. This covers a 13-million hectares’ area, 

which represents only 1/3 of the total area for Land Reform settlements in the Amazon 

(Azevedo et al, 2014). 

Furthermore, a waiver was granted to every settler who deforested any area before the 2008 

baseline year. In this sense, even if APPs or RLs were cleared, Land Reform settlers do not 

have the obligation to recover them (Infopas, 2013). In this sense, the Forest Code hints for the 

continuation of production within the converted areas, even if they are crucial for water 

recharge, biodiversity habitats or temperature balance. Conversely, the Forest Code dedicates 

an entire chapter to create mechanisms for valuing the conservation of native vegetation 

particularly focusing on family farmers. It includes instruments of preference for law compliers 

in government procurement and in credit access at public banks, Payment for Ecosystem 

Services (PES), REDD+ and special conditions for the CRA emission. This means that Land 

Reform lawful settlers, which are all family farmers, bear special treatment under the Forest 

Code legislative guidelines. 

In this sense, analysing the legislative dispositions within the Forest Code that are aimed at 

land-use and deforestation on Amazon-based settlements, there can be identified three 
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priorities: (a) conserve areas of native vegetation under the Legal Reserves; (b) promote the 

recovery of converted areas which are not compliant with the legal requirements; (c) provide 

special treatment for family farmers. 

1.3.  Analysis of Policy Priorities 

The text analysis on the two main policies on deforestation and land-use within Amazon-based 

settlements allows this inquiry to address the Part A of the research question, which is What 

are the priorities in Brazil’s environmental and land-use legislation regarding deforestation in 

Amazon-based settlements? 

The Land Reform is aimed at distributing unproductive lands and regularizing property rights 

in previously occupied land (Sparovek, 2003). This legislation has two main priorities in terms 

of deforestation and land-use on Amazon-based settlements: (a) the land’s social function, a 

principle that demonstrates the perspective of the government on forest native vegetation. 

Although the constitution does mention that environmental conservation should be part of the 

redistribution process, in practice Incra redistributed many areas within the Legal Amazon that 

were actually native forest. These areas were considered unused and not fulfilling the social 

function. This leaves clear the low value attributed to conserving ecological systems with the 

ecosystem services they provide neither integrating social needs with environmental protection 

while implementing the legislation. The second element is (b) the benefits to the land, a 

principle that specifically requires Land Reform smallholders to deforest their land in order to 

ensure their legal property rights. The benefits to the land principle has historically been a major 

driver of Amazonian deforestation (Azevedo et al, 2016). 

The benefit to the land element exemplifies once more the low value attributed to native 

vegetation areas, but it further exemplifies how Brazilian land-use policies towards Amazon-

based settlements are inconsistent and erratic. Until 2004, the political guideline was to deforest 

for guaranteeing property rights. After 2004, Incra introduced environmental guidelines to 

conserve common areas and refrain the high deforestation rates (Alencar et al, 2016). This 

policy shift was significantly fast, as the family farmers had little time to adjust to the new – 

and diametrically opposed – policy priority, let alone to change the entire mindset that was 

being reinforced since the 1960s, in which forest areas were considered an unfunctional waste 

of land. The deforestation consequences of both the land’s social function and the benefits to 

the land guidelines have not been reversed on the ground yet and this contributes to the high 

deforestation rates that persist within the settlements. Yet, the impacts of this policy on 

Amazonian deforestation should be better understood, as there are still few studies on this 

particular topic (Pacheco, 2009). 

On top of the Land Reform erratic shifts regarding policy priorities, in 2012 Brazil has reformed 

its Forest Code and initiated its proper implementation. The Forest Code regulates the 

conservation of native vegetation areas within rural properties as well as its recovery process. 

It creates several responsibilities to every land owner in Brazil in terms of conservation of 

Permanent Preservation Areas and Legal Reserve. Since the legislative content established in 

1965, the Forest Code defined the intrinsic value of native vegetation as a policy guideline. This 

principle is opposed to the Land Reform’s social function of the land, once it clearly states that 

the land has value even if it is not producing agricultural yield nor being used in any practical 
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way. This clash of mindsets remains very present in Brazil’s contemporary land-use policies, 

highlighting the ambiguity that exists in many contemporary political priorities. 

The revision of the Forest Code in 2012 itself was a process that resulted from this debate 

(Azevedo & Reis, 2016). In this sense, the Forest Code’s political priorities are (a) conserve 

strategic areas of native vegetation, especially in the Amazon rainforest where RLs account for 

80% of rural properties; (b) promote the recovery of converted areas which are not compliant 

with the legal requirements; (c) provide special treatment for family farmers. Furthermore, as 

the Land Reform settlers were once required to deforested by the benefit to the land principle, 

it would be unfair if they were held responsible for that in the new legislation. 

Yet, the Forest Code, which is the most important deforestation law in Brazil has three main 

problems in terms of curbing deforestation on Amazon-based settlements. First, the legislation 

creates a set of benefits for conserving native vegetation; however, they have been scarcely 

regulated and rarely implemented. After five years since the Code’s approval, there is still no 

actual financial benefits to smallholders to keep their forest, as an alternative to deforestation 

to ensure livelihoods. 

Second, the clash of ideas during the Code’s political formulation led to a situation in which 

the policy’s instruments have ambiguous or even contradictory objectives. This is the case of 

the family farmers’ deforestation waiver. On the one hand, the policy states that every new 

settlement will abide by the new rules of 80% conservation, but on the other hand it has waived 

the consolidated open areas even on the sensitive areas of Permanent Preservation Areas. As a 

result, the Legal Amazon remains a deforestation frontier instead of becoming a strategic source 

of ecosystem services and environmental balance. Even though settlers were induced to clear-

cut half of their properties by early Land Reform dispositions, the farmers who conserved their 

other half were not praised by any mechanism for their environmental services. 

Third, this waiver is also an example of how the Code makes substantial concessions and do 

not fully accomplishes the ecological benefits that it aims for. By allowing the deforested area 

to be totally regularized without any compensation, the Code does not ensure environmental 

soundness and allow for the continuation of the natural shifts that are already taking place in 

the Amazon (Rockström et al, 2009a). This measure further and instils the message that 

Brazilian policies are not reliable, and the conversion of native vegetation is usually granted 

amnesty eventually. 

These set of land-use and deforestation priorities in regard to Amazon-based settlements 

demonstrate that the policies are erratic. Not only because their individual objectives change, 

sometimes drastically, over time – as in the case of the benefit to the land principle –, but also 

because their mutual interaction on local realities often bear contradictory assumptions that 

affect the overall effectiveness of the policy instruments. This fact hints for the lack of 

integration amongst different scales of decision-making and for the absence of a socio-

ecological approach to smallholders’ deforestation, as in these cases land-clearing and income-

generation are very much connected. 

2. Sustainable Settlements 

2.1. Regional Characterisation 
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There are many stakeholders with very specific and opposing interests in the Amazonian 

context, depending on the social groups they are part of. Together they comprise a complex 

system of interactions that influence the scale and the regularity of deforestation in the region 

(Abdala, 2015). These social groups – extractive agriculturalists, legal and illegal loggers, 

smallholders, settlers, artisanal miners, land grabbers, private corporations, large-scale 

ranchers, amongst others – as well as their interests and deforestation activities are closely 

linked to land categories. For example, the indigenous territories category is mostly occupied 

by indigenous communities and represent the lowest deforestation rates –1,89% on average in 

the period 2013-2016 (Azevedo et al, 2016) due to the communities’ extractive culture and 

long-lasting relation to the forest (Verissimo et al, 2011). 

Conversely, private lands in the region are usually owned by middle- and large-scale properties 

in the agribusiness model of farming and cattle-ranching (Azevedo & Reis, 2016). This group 

represents the highest deforestation rates – 34,67% on average in the period 2013-2016 

(Azevedo et al, 2016) – due to agricultural expansion and increasing production based on the 

technological package stemming from the Green Revolution, which relies on agrochemicals, 

specialized seeds, mechanization and monoculture for exportation (Ibidem). In this sense, one 

important aspect that helps us understand the multiple drivers for native vegetation clearing in 

the Amazon is the deforestation data by land category, as displayed in Figure 13. 

 
Figure 13 | Deforestation in the Amazon by Land Category in 2016 
Source: Azevedo et al (2016, p. 4) 

In this sense, Figure 13 also highlights the role of Amazon-based settlements in deforestation 

activities. Settlements are the land category related to the Brazilian Land Reform, a policy of 

land redistribution initiated in the mid-1980s that grants access to unproductive land for family 

farmers with no properties (Pacheco, 2009). Thus, the settlers within the Amazon are small-

holders living off small areas – the plots –, primarily producing subsistence agriculture and, 

secondarily, supplying local markets with food production surpluses (Filho et al, 2015). These 

small properties owned by familiar farmers are the second-largest source of clear-cutting in the 

Amazon, accounting for an average of 28,44% of all clear-cutting since 2013 (Azevedo et al, 

2016). 
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This thesis focuses on Pará state, the second-largest amongst Brazil’s 27 federal units. The state 

accounts for approximately 15% of the national territory, only smaller than Amazonas, and 

hosts Altamira, the largest city in Brazil in terms of area (IBGE, 2017b). Between 2009 and 

2014, Pará population have grown 8%, achieving an estimated population of 8,1 million people 

(Fapespa, 2015). It is also important to mention that Pará is hosting major public infrastructure 

works that have been highly criticised for its social and environmental consequences. One 

exemplary case is the 14-billion dollars’ investment in the construction of a mega hydropower 

plant called Belo Monte, in the Xingu river in the Altamira region. This has represented a major 

disruption in the local natural and cultural systems, as it will affect at least 80% of the water 

supply to the region where most of indigenous people live in (Jagger, 2012). It means the end 

of many aquatic ecosystems as well as the displacement of about 20.000 people (Watts, 2014). 

The Belo Monte dam has faced multiple challenges through legal charges in national and Pan-

American courts as much as political pressure from the UN Human Rights Council 

(Fainguelernt, 2016). 

The main productive activities in the state economy are the agriculture & livestock and mining. 

In the former, the main products are cassava, soy beans and cocoa as well as beef cattle and 

buffalo herds (PAM, 2014). The extractive sector is mainly comprised of iron ore, bauxite and 

copper mining, but it also has a participation of forest extractive activities, which includes 

Cumaru (almond), Açaí (berries), palm heart, and wood-logging. The influence of these sectors 

is highlighted when the numbers are compared to the national economy, as shown in Figure 

14. 

Economic Sector Pará Brazil 

Public Administration 19.1% 16.4% 

Extractive Industry 17.9% 4.2% 

Agriculture & Cattle-Ranching 13.2% 5.3% 

Commerce 11.1% 13.5% 

Leasing 8.4% 9.3% 

Construction Industry 7.8% 6.4% 

Processing Industry 4.4% 12.3% 

Transportation 3.0% 4.5% 

Financial Services 1.6% 5.9% 

Information Services 1.0% 3.5% 

Other Services 12.4% 18.7% 

Figure 14 | Pará State Economy by Sectors in 2013 
Source: Bacen, 2016, p. 99 

These economic sectors not only directly emit GHG due to their inherent activities, but they are 

also the main drivers of land-use change (Fearnside, 2005), which has been historically the 

main source of GHG state emissions, as shown in Figure 15 below. Pará is the Brazilian state 

bearing the largest clear-cutting area, amounting to approximately 3.000 km2 of lost native 

vegetation only in 2016. This represents a 41% increase in comparison to the previous year, 

and furthermore, amongst the ten municipalities with highest deforestation rates, five are 

located in Pará: Altamira, São Felix do Xingu, Novo Repartimento, Portel e Novo Progresso 

(Azevedo et al, 2016).  
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Figure 15 | GHG Emissions by economic activity in Pará in 2000-2015 
Source: SEEG, 2017 

The distribution of these GHG emissions by land category in Pará follows the national trend in 

terms of major actors. The two largest emitters are also Private Lands and Settlements, but they 

have slightly higher rates, being it, 37,6% and 30,8% respectively, for the year 2016 (Azevedo 

et al, 2016). In this sense, Land Reform settlements account for 1/3 of the overall emissions and 

this is precisely why it is important to analyse the drivers behind this process as well as the 

ways to incentive more sustainable dynamics. 

Within Amazon-based settlements, the alarmingly high deforestation rates are concentrated in 

58 settlements, which have been responsible for 50% of the emissions. This group of 

municipalities intensive in deforestation is mainly located in Pará, Rondônia, Mato Grosso and 

Amazonas (Alencar et al, 2016). Besides, Pará has the oldest settlements, particularly alongside 

the Transamazônica and BR-163 roadways and usually in the PA category. In this sense, the 

state of Pará bears a long history with the Land Reform as well as with mega infrastructure 

works that affect deforestation and familiar agriculture. Also, Pará has a large sample of 

Amazon-based settlements, so it increases the representativeness of the case-studies, although 

there are always context-specific particularities in each settlement. 

2.2. The PAS Project 

The case-study I chose to work with in this thesis is the Projeto Assentamentos Sustentáveis 

(PAS, in the Portuguese acronym for Sustainable Settlements Project). It is a project managed 

by the Amazon Environmental Research Institute (IPAM), a Brazilian NGO and research 

institute that has been present in the Amazon for 20 years. I based the case-study selection 

process on a mapping carried out by the Ministry of Environment, which listed the ongoing 

process in the Amazon involving vulnerability reduction (MMA, 2013). In this mapping, there 

was the following thematic categories: Water, Biodiversity, Cities, Natural Disasters, Energy 

Industries, Health, Food Security, Transportation, Coastal Areas, Scenarios and Social. The 

PAS project was specifically aimed at Amazonian settlements and gathered Water, 

Biodiversity, Food Security and Social aspects (Ibidem), which is a set of information 
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addressing both human and natural spheres, thus, a useful case-study to integrate a social-

ecological resilience approach in the research. 

The project is financed by the Amazon Fund, an international financing body hosted by the 

Brazilian Development Bank (BNDES), which receives donations from countries and 

institutions, particularly from Germany, Norway and Petrobras (Amazon Fund, no date). Other 

financial contributions came from the Climate and Land Use Alliance (CLUA), the Gordon and 

Betty Moore Foundation, and the Ford Foundation. The project’s objective is to prevent further 

deforestation in Amazonian Land Reform settlements by, on the one hand, increasing awareness 

about the social-ecological consequences of land-clearing and, on the other hand, increasing 

income-generation in the already opened areas to refrain the need to open new ones. To promote 

this structural change and to enhance the feasibility of a low-carbon model for rural 

development within Amazon-based settlements, the project relied upon seven strategic action 

lines: 

a. Land and Environmental Regularization 

b. Shared Management 

c. Transitioning of the Productive System 

d. Processing and Commercialization of Products 

e. Payment for Ecosystem Services 

f. Monitoring and Sustainability Indicators 

g. Disseminating Information 

The PAS project lasted for five years and addressed three Land Reform settlements: (a) Muju I 

and II, in Santerém-PA, encompassing 1.578 families, (b) Cristalino II, in Itaituba-PA, 

encompassing 110 families, and (c) Bom Jardim, in Altamira-PA, encompassing 692 families. 

Taken altogether, these 2400 families represent an area of 100.000 hectares which were 

regularized via the PAS Project (Praitec, 2017). The fieldwork carried out for this thesis took 

place in January 2017, while the project’s final active month was February 2017. Hence, it was 

very useful to see the settlers’ and the IPAM members’ reflections on the entire 5-year 

implementation process, identifying the main obstacles in the dynamics and the main positive 

outcomes from PAS. 

2.3. Analysis of Local Perceptions on Deforestation 

The aim of this section is to answer the second research question, contained on Part B, which 

is: What are the settlers’ perceptions of the deforestation drivers in Amazon-based settlements? 

To achieve this goal, I have carried out semi-structures interviews and field observations at the 

Muju I and II and the Cristalino II Amazon-based settlements in Pará. I have done 16 qualitative 

interviews and engaged in observations with groups that amounted to 71 people at three 

association’s meetings as well as settlers’ daily routines. All these stakeholders were Land 

Reform beneficiaries, from which I have collected valuable primary data on the main 

perceptions of local settlers regarding Amazon deforestation drivers. These primary data 

findings are summarized in the upcoming sub-sections. Thus, the following bullet points are a 

consolidated report of the results I got during interviews and observations. All the content on 
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this section is based on local settlers’ opinions and represent the way they see the deforestation 

dynamic in Amazonian settlements. 

➢ Legal Requirements 

Many settlers perceive the work done by Incra and the government as a betrayal to the rules 

that were agreed upon before. There is much dissatisfaction with the fact that the settlers were 

brought to the Amazon as occupiers sent to tame the wild north by turning forest areas into 

productive lands for the benefit of the entire nation, and now they are regarded by society as 

the villains that cut down trees. This problem is even more delicate because the Land Reform 

demanded the settlers to tear down at least 50% of the property to ensure its land rights, in a 

principle called benefit of the land (Alencar et al, 2016). This requirement went on until 2004, 

and this paradigm shift still struggles to be successful on the ground. 

➢ Cultural Background 

Almost as a consequence stemming from the previous point, another substantial driver of 

deforestation is the cultural stand of the settlers towards the forest. The native vegetation is 

frequently seen by the local smallholders as an obstacle that hinders economic development 

and income-generation. This is reinforced by the fact that a cleared property in the Amazon is 

worth much more money than a property with conserved native vegetation. Even though some 

measures try to invert these economic incentives – for example, payment for ecosystem 

services, forest management, legal wood extraction, etc. –, it is still hard to see the rainforest as 

an asset to be kept. 

➢ Geographical Differences 

Much of the settlers that have been allocated in the Amazon settlements come from different 

regions of Brazil. The first settlements attracted people particularly from the Southern region, 

in which the land concentration was extremely high as well as the political action of social 

movements, such as MST, demanding land access (Filho et al, 2016). This reality incurs in a 

very sensitive adaptation process that should have been supported by Incra to provide proper 

on the new arable lands to be occupied. As this kind of information and capacitation of the new 

settlers did not happen, the obvious solution was to apply the same agricultural and cattle-

ranching techniques from the Southern region in the Amazon, such as the slash-and-burn 

practice to clear the area for cropping. However, the Amazon soil in much poorer than the 

Southern ones whenever the vegetation is cleared. Thus, it does not provide the necessary 

nutrients for high yields, unless corrected with organic or chemical inputs. As these materials 

are expensive and hard to find within the settlements, due to the inexistence of infrastructure or 

substantial commercial services, the land often became degraded, not being used neither for 

income-generation through farming production nor for conservation and ecosystem provision 

through native vegetation. With this trial-and-error attempts to find proper arable land, many 

areas were cleared with no practical use. 

➢ Biased Technical Assistance 

One more deforestation driver is the lack of technical assistance and rural extension (ATER in 

the Portuguese acronym) in the Amazon-based settlements. This should be provided by Incra, 
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but due to the lack of personnel and financial resources of the institution, they rarely provide 

any regular ATER. Furthermore, the technical support given on these sparse occasions is 

specifically directed to conventional agriculture and cattle-ranching, using the Green 

Revolution technology package, which involves agrochemicals, specialized seeds, 

mechanization and monoculture for exportation. Hence, more sustainable ways to cultivate the 

land, in special within the Amazon, are not supported at all. For example, Agroforestry Systems 

(SAFs) or Forestry Cattle-Ranching (SASPs) are not even mentioned during ATER visits, also 

because of the insufficient preparation of the governmental technicians to foster this kind of 

knowledge. With less information about sustainable practices, deforestation rates tend to 

increase, as land clearing becomes the only option for agricultural expansion through the 

settlers’ local perceptions. 

➢ Biased Credit Access 

As much as the ATER issue, credit lines are often not granted to sustainable cultivation projects, 

such as SAFs and SASPs. In Brazil, there are many credit resources to rural production, such 

as Plano Safra, and a substantial part of it is directed to green lines of financing, such as Plano 

ABC and Pronaf. Yet, due to the lack of proper training on agricultural techniques, the PAS 

Project settlers’ have reported that many bank employees do not approve credit to sustainable 

systems arguing that they are too risky and not secure enough. Thus, credit is only granted for 

cattle-ranching or small animal farming or traditional agricultural crops. As family farmers do 

not have a significant amount of regular surplus, they are heavily dependent on financing for 

investing in the upcoming season. If credit is only available to conventional productive systems, 

sure enough these are the systems that will be implemented within the settlement. These 

dynamics drive deforestation for conventional practices require more land to ensure viability, 

it does not integrate cattle-ranching or agriculture with forest flora species, and very often it 

does not provide enough and evenly distributed income to the producer throughout the year, as 

it hinders the diversification fostered by SAFs and SASPs. 

➢ Infrastructure and Commercialization 

Infrastructure within Amazon-based settlements is extremely deficitary. There is no paved road 

to connect the properties to the commercial centres within the settlement, let alone to connect 

with nearby cities. In many cases, there is no telecommunications, nor internet access nor piped 

water. This context is a severe obstacle to the commercialization of the surplus production, 

especially in the case of agricultural goods, which are more perishable. Moreover, agricultural 

goods from family agriculture faces many challenges to integrate formal markets, such as 

government procurement for school meals. This is due to the high rate of bureaucracy required 

from the farmer and the great amount of time that the applicant must spend to be part of the 

official supplying chain. Taken altogether, this scenario imposes many difficulties to selling 

agricultural production outside the settlement. Thus, many producers end up opting for cattle-

ranching, which is easier to sell, as the cattle can travel alive up to a week. The influence of this 

process in deforestation rates is that cattle-ranching demands much more open space than 

agriculture, which drives further clear-cutting, especially if based on conventional techniques. 

➢ Distrust in the Legislation 
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Lastly, it is important to mention that there have been many shifts in Brazil’s environmental 

and land-use legislation. These shifts sometimes completely change the duties and rights of the 

rural land owner, some other times it extends deadlines for specific requirements, and it often 

concedes amnesty to those who have not complied with previous rules. This last option is 

frequently the most problematic one, as it creates a severe moral hazard in terms of compliance 

with the legislation. In the way settlers perceive Brazil rural areas, the notion that those who 

abide by the law are fools is substantially widespread. The common belief is that one wipes 

more benefits whenever he/she does not comply with the law. This is very harmful in terms of 

governmental credibility, but also in terms of environmental protection, seen that many farmers 

do not want to fully invest in implementing legal conservation requirements, expecting to be 

awarded with an amnesty later. 

3. Coupled Analysis: Social-Ecological Systems Framework 

In this section, I will use the socio-ecological systems framework to compare the results from 

the political priorities and the local perspectives analyses to answer the main research question 

of this research, which is Why Brazil’s land-use legislation fail to fully curb deforestation in 

Amazon-based settlements? 

The results from text analysis on the political priorities allow me to conclude that the policies 

that regulate land-use in Amazon-based settlements are erratic because they frequently change 

their objectives and instruments. The results from the fieldwork on the PAS Project allows me 

to conclude that local perceptions are not efficiently considered during the policy formulation 

process. The socio-ecological analysis framework, as summarized in Figure 16, enables me to 

identify the linkages between social drivers of deforestation and ecological consequences. 

Examples of these linkages are the settlers’ allowing illegal logging activities in order to secure 

income for the family’s basic needs; or the settler willing to adopt sustainable production 

practices, but not being granted the credit he needed to implement them; or the settler 

deforesting more areas within his plot because the old areas are not productive anymore due to 

lack of proper technical assistance from Incra. The appliance of this analytical tool on the 

research problem is a valuable method since it facilitates a coupled assessment of human-nature 

mutual influence and interdependence. This coupled assessment generates a more 

comprehensive approach towards the deforestation dynamics in Amazon-based settlements and 

have helped me identify underlying interactions between anthropogenic activities and 

environmental shifts that shall contribute to cover part of the identified literature gap. 
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Figure 16 | Framework for Socio-Ecological Systems in Amazon-based Settlements 
Source: Adapted from Buschbacher et al, 2016 

The most important message brought about by the social-ecological framework is that all these 

elements within the four complex classifications are connected and cannot be dissociated or 

treated independently – as use to happen in the public policies. Croplands and pasturelands 

production are substantially shaped by the environment and, at the same time, anthropogenic 

activities heavily influence its natural surroundings (Folke, 2016). This is particularly true for 

Amazon-based settlements for land-use is completely interlinked with income-generation and 

the actual subsistence of households. However, the political priority analysis showed 

conclusions which are significantly different than the settlers’ local perceptions. This hints for 

the lack of integration among scales, which leads to deficits in implementation and undermines 

the policies’ success rates. The lack of integration between the policy realm and the needs on 

the ground generates the fact that income-generation and biome conservation are generally 

regarded as unrelated matters. This conclusion is a substantial reason that contributes to the 

understanding of why fail to curb deforestation in Amazon-based settlements. 

One way to overcome these dynamics is to promote resilience within the settlements 

management planning, as it happens in the PAS Project, which actively promotes and maintains 

diversity and redundancy, particularly through the Agroforestry Systems (SAFs in the 

Portuguese acronym) or Forestry Cattle-Ranching (SASPs in Portuguese). It also broadens 

participation and promotes polycentric governance through its shared management system, 

which includes all the local rural producers’ associations as well as NGOs members and Incra 

representatives. This is significantly relevant for public policies, as the more stakeholders take 

part in the formulation and implementation stages of policymaking, the more efficient a policy 

is likely to be (Viola, 2013). The project encourages learning through its mechanism of 

disseminating information and fostering capacity-building programmes that enables the 

producers themselves to pass on the technical knowledge learnt in the project and multiply its 

scale (Simonsen et al, 2016). These measures have resulted in a 79% reduction in the 

deforestation rates within the Project’s assisted settlements, compared to the historical average 

(Praitec, 2017).  
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Chapter 05 | Conclusions 

Throughout this thesis, I have analysed Brazil’s land-use policies, namely the Forest Code and 

the Land Reform, in order to capture the priorities set forth by these legislations towards 

deforestation in Amazon-based settlements. Then I have summarized and reported the 

fieldwork carried out in IPAM’s PAS Project, in which local family farmers have expressed 

their perceptions on deforestation drivers. Lastly, I have compared both results and applied a 

socio-ecological systems analysis to understand why policies fail to curb deforestation in the 

settlements, as they still represent 28.6% of all Amazon deforestation in 2016 (Azevedo et al, 

2016).  

The main findings are that public policies are erratic and do not take local perceptions into 

account. The Land Reform’s two main priorities in regard to Amazon-base settlements 

deforestation are the land’s social function principle, which relates the land functional status to 

social needs of agricultural and cattle-ranching production, while neglecting much of the 

functions of the forest per se. The other priority is the benefits to the land principle, which 

actually required the owners to clear at least half of their land for securing land rights until 

2004. The Forest Code’s main three priorities are the conservation of strategic native vegetation 

areas, particularly in the Amazon, whose properties must conserve 80% of their areas. The 

second priority is the restoration of areas that should be conserved under the legislative 

dispositions. The last priority in this matter is the special treatment given to family farmers, in 

particular to Land Reform settlers. On the one hand, this special treatment has led to the 

formulation of a set of benefits that aim to value the natural conservation by remunerating those 

who wish to reduce deforestation through payment for ecosystem services, REDD+ and 

preferential access to credit and government procurement. On the other hand, the same special 

treatment has led to a waiver to all deforestation carried out on Land Reform settlements up to 

2008, even on Permanent Protection Areas. Hence, the land-use and deforestation legislation 

are ambiguous and erratic regarding their goals and how to achieve them. 

In terms of local perspectives of deforestation drivers, the smallholders within the settlements 

of the PAS Project have put forward many criticism regarding land-clearing dynamics. Most of 

them are associated with the fact that settlers need to guarantee income-generation to their 

families, and if deforestation is a more efficient way to achieve this objective, then it is settled 

to be their main option. In this sense, biased credit access and biased technical assistance 

frequently lead to the adoption of deforestation-intensive productive patterns, such as extensive 

cattle-ranching and monoculture. Immaterial aspects also play an important role, such as 

distrust in the legislation implementation and accountability, as well as the settlers’ different 

cultural backgrounds and geographical differences, which also pushes deforestation rates. 

Thus, deforestation in Amazon-based settlements is co-produced by social and natural factors, 

and political priorities will only be able to curb these dynamics if they identify these underlying 

assumptions as well as create and implement mechanisms to tackle them. As contemporary 

legislation does not take into account local perspectives throughout the formal decision-making 

procedures, they do not mention the social drivers in the operative text. In this sense, political 

priorities fail to curb deforestation because they are erratic and do not integrate land-clearing 
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practices with social needs of income-generation nor do them foster ways to overcome this 

pattern. Further research should aim at understanding why policy priorities differ so much from 

local perceptions and try to identify ways to overcome this mismatch.  
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